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ABSTRACT 

Teaching video game design and development in a higher education institution 
program is not a straightforward task. Due to the interdisciplinary nature and 
rapidly advancing development ecosystem of video games, higher education 
institutions need to make difficult choices when designing such curricula.  

The country of Estonia is known for its technology startups, but the field of 
video games is largely underdeveloped when compared to nearby countries of 
Lithuania, Finland, and Sweden. However, due to the country’s startup-friendly 
financial and legal policies and the high level of technological competency in 
the workforce, there is much potential here. In Estonia’s biggest university, the 
University of Tartu, we wanted to expand our education to cover the needs of 
that growing sector better. 

This dissertation starts by providing a brief overview of the current situation 
at the University of Tartu and outlining our motivation for introducing a new 
Bachelor’s curriculum. Subsequently, we present three research publications. 
The first two explore the needs of the entertainment technology industry in 
Estonia. We surveyed 28 local companies that work in designing and developing 
video games or closely related products. The survey identifies the current industry 
needs for programming language use, knowledge areas, soft skills, and con-
textual fluencies, as well as identifying skills in specific software tools and 
environments the companies need. The dissertation continues with the second 
publication, which delves deeper into the industry via semi‑structured inter-
views. The dissertation presents the insights gained in terms of specific 
expectations companies have for candidates applying for video game designer 
or developer positions. 

The third publication presented in this dissertation explores other Bachelor’s 
curricula around Europe. In a comprehensive study, 113 such curricula were 
analyzed through profiling, hierarchical clustering, and principal component 
analysis. As a result, the dissertation presents three clusters of curricula, each 
with its specific emphasis: video game art, video game programming, and inter-
disciplinary design and development of video games. The curriculum profiles 
developed in this dissertation offer insights for curriculum designers to position 
their own programs in a larger landscape of video game curricula. 

Lastly, we have designed a 180 ECTS credits Bachelor’s program spanning 
six semesters. Through designing that program, five guidelines were for-
mulated, serving as fundamental principles for our curriculum. These are 
presented in this dissertation as potential guides that curriculum designers can 
consider to make informed decisions and create industry-aligned programs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The field of video games is very interdisciplinary. Ranging from pure video 
game art studies through game design, development, and product management 
curricula to very specific programming and computer science areas. Building 
quality video games requires all these disciplines to work together, prompting 
video game creators to interdisciplinary design and understanding. The 
renowned video game designer and author Jesse Schell really accentuates that 
point when he answers the question about what skills video game designers 
need with a simple answer – all of them [45]. 

Game design and development at the University of Tartu, an Estonian 
national university, as well as in numerous other universities [4,6,8,15,23], is 
closely aligned with computer science, given its technical nature. Over the past 
seven years, the Institute of Computer Science at the University of Tartu has 
been actively creating a range of elective courses focused on video games, 
computer graphics, and virtual reality (see Figure 1) [33,40,50].  

 

Figure 1. University of Tartu’s Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality Study Lab’s developed 
courses and the number of students passing each course. CG – Computer Graphics, CGS – Com-
puter Graphics Seminar, PP – Programming Patterns in Computer Games, CGP – Computer 
Graphics Project, GD – Computer Game Development and Design, EVG – Evolution of Video 
Games, VR – Virtual Reality, Theses – both BSc and MSc theses. 

These specialized and general elective courses have been developed and offered 
by the institute’s Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality Study Lab, which was 
founded in 2015. However, the lab’s staff has observed that individual elective 
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courses alone do not adequately prepare our computer science graduates for the 
competitive entertainment technology job market. Due to time constraints, 
students often have the capacity to enroll in only one or two of our electives, 
which results in a deficiency in their game design and development education. 
Moreover, the limited number of courses restricts our ability to delve deeply 
into various video game topics. Another important consideration is that students 
pursuing computer science studies typically possess different interests and moti-
vations compared to those enrolling in a video game design and development 
curriculum. Although Bayliss and Bierre [6] briefly investigated this aspect, 
their study was conducted in 2008, and the landscape of video game develop-
ment has since undergone significant changes in terms of tools and required 
skills. 

Because of these reasons, there has been interest among our lab staff and 
students for creating a Bachelor’s curriculum that would be specifically about 
video game design and development. Out of this interest grew this dissertation 
that describes the iterative design process and research using the mixed‑methods 
survey methodology to answer the questions we had when designing a video 
game design and development Bachelor’s curriculum proposal for the 
University of Tartu. 

1.1 Research Questions 
When designing a video game design and development Bachelor’s curriculum, 
we had the following research questions: 
1. What are the industry needs? 

Our curricula should serve the actual needs regarding the knowledge, skills, 
abilities, contextual fluencies required in the industry. 

2. What are the company‑specific expectations? 
There can be significant differences in what specific companies expect from 
such a program or its graduates. It is important to know what these 
expectations are and how they could affect the employability of graduates. 

3. What is the content of the similar curricula? 
As there are existing programs developed in other institutions, it is important 
to know what content they include. 

4. What is the stakeholders’ feedback to the suggested curricula? 
As we chose the iterative design process as our method of developing the 
curriculum proposal, it is necessary to gather feedback from the stakeholders 
and iterate based on the feedback. 

These four questions along with the curriculum design process serve as an 
outline for this dissertation. 
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1.2 Research Goals 
For each of the four areas defined by the research questions, we had several 
goals that we needed to achieve to improve our proposed curriculum design. 

1.2.1 Local Industry Needs (Publication I) 

Our primary goal of the proposed curriculum was to design it to meet the local 
and potentially global video game industry needs. Without meeting such needs, 
the employability of the graduates would be poor, and thus, the curriculum 
would not serve its main purpose. According to a 2022 study done by the 
Estonian Institute of Economic Research [12], the growth of the local entertain-
ment software industry is hindered by the lack of a talented workforce. The 
survey does not provide specifics for the required talent but states that the lack 
of it is predicted to slow down the development of the entertainment software 
sector in the next 3–5 years. 

Thus, to build a higher education program that would tackle that issue, we 
would first need to know what talent exactly the entertainment software 
industry needs. From previous studies, a direct answer to that is given by 
McGill in their 2009 survey of video game studios in the US and Canada [37]. 
While their research was about identifying the expectations gap between what 
academia provides and the industry needs, the mapping of the latter provides 
good information about what talent is sought after by the companies. 

Unfortunately, the survey by McGill is more than a decade old, and the 
technologies and tools used by the industry have most likely changed. For 
example, their survey, with possible exceptions of Director and Flash, does not 
cover game engines at all. This is because third‑party game engines started to 
gain popularity only in the mid‑2010s [2]. Based on our own experience and 
from discussions with the industry representatives, we gathered that other needs 
might have also changed and, thus, a new survey was required. Thus, the goal 
was to gather enough data ourselves about the industry's needs to make 
informed choices regarding our curriculum design. 

1.2.2 The Company-Specific Expectations (Publication II) 

In addition to determining the needs of the local industry, we wanted to get 
more insight into the individual Estonian video game companies. Our goal was 
to listen to what the individual companies deemed important when hiring new 
employees, what roles and role overlaps they have internally, and what they 
think about the iterations of the proposed curriculum design. 

1.2.3 The Content of Similar Curricula (Publication III) 

We needed to investigate what contents such a curriculum could have, or, even 
more importantly, are there different types of video game curricula that already 
exist. The goal for such an investigation was to gain a better understanding of 
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what successful programs have been designed, what are their differences, and 
figure out how our program would be similar to or different from them. 

One specific subgoal was how to decide if our proposed program should 
reward a Bachelor of Science or a Bachelor of Arts degree.  

1.2.4 Stakeholder Feedback 

A very important goal for us was to gather stakeholder feedback on the pro-
posed curriculum draft and make suitable changes based on that. There are 
different stakeholder groups like the industry, educators, program managers, 
and the institute’s administration. 

An essential stakeholder group for a curriculum is its potential students. 
Thus, one of our goals was to find out if our proposed curriculum would appeal 
to potential new students. 

We also wanted to somewhat alleviate the bias of only gathering feedback 
from a close circle of stakeholders. So, one of the goals became reaching more 
people through presentations at public events. 

1.2.5 The Proposed Curriculum 

These previous goals all served the larger goal of iteratively designing a curri-
culum proposal for the University of Tartu’s Institute of Computer Science. The 
proposal needed to be shown to meet the industry needs, take into account the 
specific expectations of the companies, be comparable to similar already 
existing video game programs, and done in collaboration with the different 
stakeholder groups. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

When designing a video game higher education program, it is first useful to 
understand how developing video games has evolved through time. This chapter 
gives a brief introduction to both early and contemporary video game 
development. Then, it proceeds with the introduction of the IGDA Curriculum 
Framework – an approach to characterize the different areas of video game 
development and serve as a guide for developing video game curricula. Lastly, 
this chapter includes descriptions of two research papers that were influential to 
this dissertation. 

2.1 Brief History of Early Video Games 
The design and development of video games started in the early 1970s. The 
development of cheap consumer‑grade electronics allowed for building and 
mass‑producing human‑sized cabinets, which were built for housing usually a 
single game. Such games were called arcade games and were playable in local 
gathering spaces like malls, bars, and amusement parks [62]. Building such 
video games required a good understanding of electronics. The founders of 
Atari, one of the most influential arcade companies at the time, Nolan Kay 
Bushnell and Samuel Frederick Dabney Jr., were electrical engineers. 

The late 70s and early 80s saw the development of home consoles. Video 
games became not only something played in dark video game arcade locations 
but were present in family living rooms. These consoles were capable of 
playing many different games that could be purchased on game cartridges. The 
development of such games still needed a good grasp of electronics and 
low‑level programming.  

However, the design of these video games became more varied. The early 
arcade games featured quick and reaction‑based gameplay due to their 
coin‑based competitive nature. As home consoles allowed for longer and more 
isolated play, the design could focus more on exploration of the virtual world 
and narrative‑based adventures. For example, the video game Adventure (1980), 
developed by Warren Robinett for the Atari 2600 home console, included 
exploration of a maze‑like environment, environmental puzzles, and item 
discovery [5]. 

Together with the rise of home consoles came the popularization of the 
personal computer (PC). The video games played on PCs are usually called 
computer games (as opposed to console games). PCs not only allowed people to 
play games but also build games themselves with programming languages like 
BASIC and Fortran. To get the most out of the hardware capability, sometimes 
developers had to write directly in the machine’s assembly language [62]. 

One of the first PCs was the Apple II computer. The designer of that PC, 
Stephen Gary Wozniak, stated in an interview that he had previously built the 
game Breakout (1976) for Atari in hardware, but with Apple II, he wanted to 
build the same game in software using the BASIC language. Many of the Apple 
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II features, like the inclusion of a speaker, are because Wozniak needed them 
for implementing the Breakout game [56]. 

Unfortunately, the rising video games market in the early 1980s became 
oversaturated with poorly made video games. These games had bad design and 
bad programming, were made in a rush, and often were just clones of already 
existing games [52]. This decline in revenue showed that players were 
expecting a certain level of quality from the games. In fact, these expectations 
for both the design and implementation of video games have been rising ever 
since. The early video games showed that there was a market for them. The 
video games market crash in 1983‑1985 (see Figure 2) showed [52] that 
successful games have to be made with thoughtful design, focus, care, and 
innovation in mind. 

While early video games could have been made by a few talented electrical 
engineers or computer programmers, the rising player expectations and the 
increasing technical capabilities of computers required more inter‑ and multi-
disciplinary people to collaborate and innovate. One example of such is the 
company id Software [29]. It was founded by an exceptional programmer, John 
Carmack, a programmer and well‑versed game designer, John Romero, a game 
and level designer, Tom Hall, and an artist, Adrian Carmack. The company 
produced in the early 90s many influential, fast‑paced action games, each 
breaking new ground in terms of game design and technical capabilities. Those 
were Wolfestein 3D and the Doom and Quake series. The company later 
employed more key artists, designers, and programmers. However, the initial 
composition and skillsets of the founders could be considered instrumental to 
their success. 

So, as the video game industry initially grew out of technically minded com-
puter engineers who wanted to experiment with the early hardware capabilities 
[44], it very soon needed people with a solid understanding of video games and 
gameplay, as well as digital artists, sound composers, narrative and world 

Figure 2. The video games sector revenues and key events from 1971 to 2018. 
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writers, and much more. Video games became a separate medium that needed 
its own inter‑ and multidisciplinary expertise to be successful with it. 

2.2 Modern Game Development 
As games became more popular and varied, people began to classify them with 
genres. An influential classification was made by Mark Wolf in 2001, where he 
categorized games based on their mode of interactivity [54]. This was in 
contrast to cinematography genres, which were based on iconography (the 
theme). It became clear that for video games, the way players interact with the 
game – how the game is played, is a more meaningful way to classify them. 

Wolf’s original classification was somewhat overspecific, featuring top‑level 
genres like chasing games, dodging games, and Pinball games. Also, as video 
games have evolved, new genres, like Metroidvania and Battle Royale games, 
have emerged. In the modern context, a more meaningful and comprehensive 
system is in Wikipedia [60] and defines ten main genres: action, action‑adven-
ture, adventure, puzzle, role‑playing, simulation, strategy, sports, MMO, and 
other games. These also have a lot of subgenres. This system is similar to what 
is listed by Ernest Adams in his book Fundamentals of Game Design [1], but 
shooter and platformer games are classified under the larger action game genre, 
and vehicle and construction simulation games are under a larger simulation 
genre. It should be noted that games can, and often are, classified under multiple 
different genres. This is important in study design as, naturally, designing and 
developing games of different genres is often quite different. Designers would 
need to understand what makes games of a specific genre appealing to their 
target audience. Developers of games of a specific genre need to thoroughly 
understand the requirements of games from that genre. 

When making Doom (1993), id Software purposefully kept a separation 
between the general code, for example, graphics rendering, saving and loading, 
and input parsing, and game‑specific code, for example, the specific levels, 
enemies, and pickups. This separation allowed the general code to be easily 
reused to make other similar games, like Doom II (1994) or numerous Doom 
clones by other developers [63]. That general code was coined an engine or a 
game engine. Other game development companies also built their own engines, 
such as CryENGINE from Crytek [64], Source from Valve [65], or Creation 
Engine from Bethesda Softworks [61]. Engines that are used for building games 
in the same studio and usually have a proprietary license are also called 
first‑party game engines. 

Around the late 2000s, more third‑party engines entered the market and 
started to become popular [2,7,53]. Some game engines, like RPG Maker, are 
dedicated to building games of a specific genre. However, many of the more 
popular ones allow building almost any known game without the developer 
having to worry about low‑level or even platform‑dependent code [19]. It is 
hard to accurately know how many developers are using specific engines at a 
given time. A survey from 2019 has found that 72% are using Unity, 27% use 
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Unreal Engine, and 27% use an in‑house proprietary engine in the United 
Kingdom [46]. The participants of the survey could choose multiple options as 
some studios use multiple engines. From study design, it is important to under-
stand what tools are needed in the industry to ensure the employability of the 
graduates. The focus on game engines here is important as they have become 
popular during a bit more than the last decade. So, when designing a study 
program, it must be considered that the tools in need at a certain time can easily 
change after several years. 

While Unity was the most popular game engine according to the 2019 
survey and likely is such at the time of writing as well, that could be changing 
due to recent controversial monetization policies [47]. In September of 2023, 
Unity Technologies announced that they would be charging a download fee for 
games that are built with their Unity engine. The proposed changes caused 
many game developers to be disappointed and possibly switch to another engine 
[27]. Since then, Unity Technologies has redacted the plans, but trust had al-
ready been lost. The actual effects of this are yet to be seen. This is an example 
that even highly popular tools can suddenly lose popularity in the industry, and 
thus, if a study program is reliant on only a single tool, the value of that 
program can also suddenly decrease. 

Game engines mitigate a lot of the technical challenges that early video 
game developers faced. Of course, each game features more high‑level technical 
challenges and may need complex technical issues to be solved. The latter is 
even more true for bigger game studios who are pushing technical innovation. 
While game engines help a lot with the implementation, a large part of making a 
successful game is game design. The different components of the game need to 
function as a whole, providing a cohesive and enjoyable experience. Being able 
to design a game that provides the desired experience for the player is a very 
difficult problem that contemporary game studios face [21,48]. 

2.3 Higher Education Programs 
The data about when and how higher education programs start focusing on 
video games is limited and could potentially be an interesting research topic. 
Still, we know that a lot of video game education is grown beside or out of an 
existing computer science program [8,10,13,25,30,31,34,38,42,43]. However, 
oftentimes, one purpose of integrating video game development into a computer 
science program is to attract more students to the existing computer science 
program and potentially help them better learn computer science topics 
[43,51,55]. 

It is unclear if learning game design and development through a few elective 
courses inside a computer science program is generally sufficient to satisfy the 
needs of the industry. From our experience with that, it seems that it is not. 
There just is not enough time within their studies for computer science students 
to learn what they need to in order to be prepared for an entry‑level video game 
designer or developer position in the industry. 
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What is known in recent times is that the number of game programs in 
higher education institutions has been growing considerably. For example, a 
ninefold increase in Canada in the last decade, and in the US, there were over 
1200 game‑related degree programs in 2018, according to the Higher Education 
Video Game Alliance [66]. 

2.3.1 The IGDA Curriculum Framework 

To help higher education program designers tackle that issue, the International 
Game Developers Association (IGDA) has developed a curriculum framework 
[22]. This lists nine core topics that are meant to be used for game‑related edu-
cation programs. Of course, every program will have its own focus and thus use 
a subset of these topics. However, it is a good comprehensive overview of 
topics where each topic would benefit a video game higher education program 
to a certain amount. Every core topic also has several more specific subtopics. 
The core topics are: 
1. Critical Game Studies 
2. Games and Society 
3. Game Design 
4. Game Programming 
5. Visual Design 
6. Audio Design 
7. Interactive Storytelling 
8. Game Production 
9. Business of Gaming 

The Critical Game Studies core topic is about analyzing games within critical 
frameworks used in literature, film, and other media. It includes Game Criti-
cism, which goes into investigating, describing, and analyzing the different 
components of a game, from gameplay and narrative to the influence that games 
have on the player. This core topic also includes Media Studies, which is about 
game and gaming journalism. 

The core topic of Games and Society investigates games as cultural and 
societal objects. The first sub‑topic here analyzes gaming demographics and the 
different gaming‑related subcultures. Then, the subtopic of History covers how 
games and their audiences have evolved through time. The Experience of Play 
subtopic investigates the effect of playing on the player. From the human‑com-
puter interaction standpoint, as well as how play transcends national borders, 
how play creates the magic circle [20], and more. The last subtopic here is The 
Construction of Games and Game Technologies. This one covers how the 
technologies used for games have evolved through time, as well as the different 
political stances and cultural practices related to games and game development. 

The Game Design core topic includes the Conceptual Game Design sub-
topic, which is all about creating and improving the ideas behind making a 
certain game. It is about the game rules, the game space, the gameplay, the 
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narrative, and the desired and actual experience of the player. The framework 
states that this is the most intrinsic core topic. It has a subtopic of Practical 
Game Design, which focuses more on integrating the design with the art and 
implementation, as well as prototyping, testing on the target audience, and 
iterating on the design. The last subtopic here is Serious Game Design, which 
focuses on designing play experiences with specific, often educational, or 
therapeutic, goals in mind. 

The next core topic is Game Programming. This features the different com-
puter science and programming concepts that are necessary for games. From the 
mathematics of linear algebra and Newtonian physics to object‑oriented game 
design patterns, game engine architecture and design, computer graphics, net-
working, artificial intelligence, game logic, game data analysis, and more. 

The Visual Design core topic includes fundamentals of graphic design as 
well as basic art and animation techniques. Specific to video games, this core 
topic includes character and interface design, world design, shading, lighting, 
visual effects, and game art. But it also includes useful topics like data visua-
lization and procedural content generation. 

The subsequent core topic is Audio Design. It includes the technical funda-
mentals of audio recording and manipulation, as well as music composition. 
Very importantly, there are topics about designing audio scapes that create 
certain moods and aesthetic effects depending on the in‑game situation. 

The Interactive Storytelling core topic is about creating and conveying 
stories in interactive media. It starts with the fundamentals of storytelling in 
traditional, non‑interactive media such as literature, film, and theater. Then, it 
includes storytelling in interactive situations. These also include examples like 
tabletop role‑playing games and oral storytelling. Within the context of video 
games, it is important to understand the player’s agency within the story and 
how to combine the story and interactivity to avoid ludonarrative dissonance. 

The Game Production core topic is about the management of game 
development. As games are made in interdisciplinary, diverse teams, and many 
different components need to be designed and implemented to fit together, game 
development can be a difficult task to manage well. This core topic lists im-
portant things like the game development lifecycle, development workflows, 
scheduling, time management, and documentation, as well as team composition, 
group dynamics, and communication skills. 

The last core topic is The Business of Gaming, which is about the business 
side of video games. This includes topics like the business economy, moneti-
zation, platform, and distribution channel choices. Very importantly, it covers 
the role of the publishers and the deals the developers make with them, as well 
as laws and regulations about intellectual property rights, patents, contracts, and 
content restrictions. 

The IGDA Curriculum Framework is a very comprehensive overview of 
what is needed for game development and includes a lot more details than 
mentioned here. From these 9 core topics, it can be seen that a video games 
higher education program should cover quite a lot of fields. There definitely 
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should be a program‑dependent focus, but it would be difficult to say which of 
these topics can be given less attention than others without researching the 
needs of the industry and what the video game studios expect from their em-
ployee candidates. 

2.4 Previous Research 
Our goal, when starting to design our own proposed curriculum, was to first 
understand the video games industry requirements for the qualifications of their 
new employees and what video game programs in higher education institutions 
satisfy that need. We found two surveys that answered these questions. One by 
McGill from 2009 [37] and another by Ip from 2012 [23]. 

2.4.1 Defining the Expectations Gap by McGill (2009) 

The difference between what the video game industry needs and what the for-
mal higher education programs provide has been researched before by McGill 
[37] in a 2009 study. They surveyed both video game studios as well as higher 
education institutions. Both rated a large number of different knowledge areas, 
languages, abilities, and contextual fluencies on a Likert scale from 1 to 5. The 
video game studios rated the competencies according to what the studio is 
looking for in freshly graduated new employee candidates. The academic 
institutions rated the competencies according to what they are currently teaching 
in their video game programs, concentration tracks, or specializations. 

While McGill found several mismatches between what the industry expects 
and what the academia provides, for our purposes, we were interested more in 
the industry side. The competencies that McGill asked about were gathered in 
their previous survey from public job advertisements [36]. Looking at them, it 
became clear to us that some logical choices (e.g., Video Game Design and 
Video Game Analysis) were missing. There probably could have been even 
more competencies that would correspond to the IGDA Curriculum Framework 
topics. Several new languages like JSON, Rust, Go, and visual scripting 
languages were also something that we were interested in, largely due to input 
from our own discussions with industry representatives, but were absent in 
McGill’s study. 

Furthermore, around 2009, when the study was published, third‑party game 
engines had not become as widespread and used as they are in current times. 
The emergence of these game engines (e.g., Unity, Unreal Engine, and Godot) 
has influenced the video game industry landscape a great deal and was certainly 
information we would need to know when designing a video game design and 
development curriculum. The emergence of new tools is not only limited to 
game engines, but we could also talk about the importance of knowing version 
control tools, 3D content creation tools, project management tools, raster or 
vector graphics editors, etc. 
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Thus, McGill’s 2009 survey was a very good starting point, but we needed to 
do another contemporary survey to quantify the video game industry’s current 
needs. This became Publication I, and in addition to a more detailed question 
about the different tools, we were also able to compare some of our results with 
McGill, illustrating temporal changes in the industry needs from more than a 
decade ago. 

2.4.2 Fitting the Needs of an Industry by Ip (2012) 

When trying to figure out what sort of video game curricula exist and what they 
consist of, a very thorough 2012 survey by Ip [23] proved to be helpful. In that 
survey, they used 29 topic areas defined by Skillset (UK creative media industry 
training organization) and profiled 272 higher educational video game programs 
in the UK.  

Very importantly, they grouped the video game programs into three groups 
based on their main theme: Games Design, Games Programming, and Games 
Art. These are logical groups, and the Skillset topic areas themselves are also 
grouped the same (nine design topic areas, twelve programming topic areas, and 
eight art topic areas). 

From Ip’s study, it can be found that the programs from all three groups are 
broader than their specific group topic areas. The Game Design group curricula 
feature, on average, 42% of design topic area courses, 21% of programming, 
and 3% of art topic area courses. The Game Programming group curricula 
feature 16% of design, 56% of programming, and 2% of art. Surprisingly, the 
Game Art curricula feature 23% of design, 22% of programming, and only 14% 
of art topic area courses. 

Ip has also studied the profiles of curricula based on the degree they award. 
The Bachelor of Art curricula include, on average, 51% of design, 8% of 
programming, 23% of art, and 18% of optional and other courses. The Bachelor 
of Science curricula include 29% of design, 53% of programming, 5% of art, 
and 12% of optional and other courses. This is important information, as in 
communication with existing program managers inside the University of Tartu, 
we could not clearly understand should our proposed program award a Bachelor 
of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree. Ip’s findings certainly help in that 
regard. 

However, as Ip’s study was, like McGill’s, more than a decade old, we 
decided to do a similar contemporary survey and analysis ourselves. That 
became Publication III, where we performed some further analysis on the 
collected and profiled curricula to understand better how the curricula differ in 
terms of content and degree. 
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2.5 Research Questions and Objectives 
As both McGill’s and Ip’s studies were done more than a decade ago, we felt 
they might not answer our research questions 1. (What are the industry needs?) 
and 3. (What is the content of similar curricula?). Thus, these motivated us to 
conduct contemporary similar research (Publications I and III). 

Naturally, our research questions 3 (What are the company‑specific 
expectations?) and 4. (What is the stakeholders’ feedback on the suggested 
curricula?) needed us to research further the local industry and the other stake-
holders of such a curriculum. 

Regarding our research objective of determining the local industry needs, 
McGill’s previous survey was conducted on game development companies in 
the US and Canada in 2009. While the technologies and needs have likely 
changed since then, it was also unclear if their results would, even if they would 
be contemporary, apply on the local Estonian industry. Thus, that survey did not 
meet this objective in two regards. 

Our second objective was to determine the company‑specific expectations 
for their employee candidates of the local companies. This was something that 
was, as far as we know, previously unstudied in the detail that we required. 

Determining the general contents and awarded degrees of similar programs 
could perhaps be derived from Ip’s 2012 study [23] done on the programs in 
UK. However, we felt not only that the contemporary situation could be diffe-
rent but also that more thorough analysis methods of hierarchical clustering and 
principal component analysis could yield us additional results and better 
understanding. 

Naturally, our objective of designing a curriculum proposal through iterative 
design with stakeholders was something that could not have been done based 
solely on previous studies. Even if we were to design it based on existing 
curricula and studies, it could not be trusted to be what the stakeholders want 
(or are capable of as would be the case with educators) without communicating 
and iterating on it with them. Furthermore, the IGDA Curriculum Framework 
describes a modular approach that needs to be adapted to a specific situation. It 
is designed to assist program designers and does not provide a ready‑made 
solution. Thus iterative design and stakeholder engagement was essential. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter gives an overview of the methodologies we used in the curriculum 
design process. The methodologies are presented topically in the order of the 
research questions. This order does not correspond to the temporal order of the 
iterative design but should help the reader orient this and subsequent chapters 
better. In actuality, our curriculum proposal was designed concurrently with the 
supporting research papers and separate discussions with different stakeholders, 
including previous and existing program managers. The curriculum was 
designed iteratively, following the iterative design methodology and applying 
the mixed‑methods survey research methodology. After input from some stake-
holders was gathered, and issues in the existing draft were identified, the draft 
was improved for the subsequent meetings with other stakeholders. This 
iterative process resulted in 13 versions of the draft. Simultaneously we created 
and conducted preliminary studies which helped make informed choices about 
the curriculum design. 

3.1 The Local Industry Needs (Publication I) 
The chosen methodology for collecting data of the local industry needs was a 
quantitative study similar to what McGill had done, but with updated questions. 
To modernize the questionnaire, we first had meetings with four representatives 
involved in the local entertainment software industry. We showed them the 
questionnaire that we had been working on. They were asked if there were any 
terms they found confusing and what other important qualifications were 
missing. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix A. 

As in the survey by McGill, we asked the industry about items in five diffe-
rent categories. These were Knowledge Areas, Languages, Software Tools / 
Environments, Abilities, and Contextual Fluency. Each of these featured a 
number of items that McGill had previously identified [37]. These items were 
rated in our survey on the Lickert scale from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 
(Strongly agree) in terms of importance. However, in conversations with 
industry representatives and from our own experience, it was clear that new 
items needed to be added and some rephrased or corrected. We also wanted to 
ask more about specific tools, most of which were absent from McGill’s study 
due to either not yet having been developed or not in widespread use. 

Regarding the tools, we wanted to know a bit more than just how important 
the skills in one a company assesses. Because tools change over time, it is 
important to be able to adapt from one tool to another. Thus, we restructured the 
Software Tools / Environments category to ask about general categories of tools 
(e.g., game engines, version control software, project management tools, etc.). 
Furthermore, for each tool category, we added a question that listed some 
popular tools identified through prior communication with industry represen-
tatives. The survey participants were then asked which of these tools they use 
and if the potential employee needs to know that specific tools or could skills in 
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alternatives also be suitable. Our aim with that question was to identify if there 
are some tools we specifically need to teach and for which tools we could teach 
alternatives. For example, very popular 3D content creation tools are Blender, 
Maya, 3ds Max, and Houdini. Different companies may have developed work-
flows with each of them. From the educational standpoint, we need to know if 
we need to teach them all or if teaching one or two is sufficient to ensure 
employability. 

The questionnaire also asked how many annual new hires the company 
would expect to hire from among university graduates that meet their needs. 
This was an important question for quantifying the local industry’s need for a 
talented workforce and showing if the graduates from a curriculum that would 
meet the local industry’s needs could find local companies to work at. 

3.2 The Company-Specific Expectations 
During the research and design process we worked closely with several local 
companies. These included preliminary stakeholder meetings that helped us 
design the quantitative survey (Publication I) as well as iterate on the design of 
the curriculum. 

3.2.1 Initial Unstructured Interviews 

With some industry representatives, we discussed the curriculum drafts using 
the unstructured interview methodology before the individual semi‑structured 
company interviews described in Publication II. Those were the representatives 
who were already very involved (e.g., also educators in our current courses) or 
who represented larger associations (e.g., GameDev Estonia, Tartu Science 
Park) and, thus, not just from separate entertainment software companies that 
were interviewed later. 

3.2.2 Semi-Structured Interviews (Publication II) 

The semi‑structured interviews consisted of three parts. In the first part, we 
asked them seven questions (see Publication II for details) in a semi‑structured 
way about what they are looking for in new hires, what is their company’s 
internal structure and roles, and what the university should focus on in its 
teaching. One important question was about the breadth of skills a new hire 
should have. We asked to what level a game programmer is expected to know 
game design and vice versa. This was important for us to validate our curri-
culum design, where game Developer and Designer specializations have a big 
overlap of courses in the core and narrow field modules. For example, the game 
designers from our proposed curriculum would be able to implement their 
designs and prototypes with game engines. Respectively, the game developers 
would know about the games industry, visual design, teamwork, entrepre-
neurship, and video game analysis – topics that a regular computer science 
graduate would not be taught. Both specializations also have narrow field 
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courses that combine game design and game development for different plat-
forms. It was previously unclear if this broader (compared to some more 
focused programs, see Figure 7) approach to a curriculum is something the 
industry expects. 

The second part of the interview consisted of showing the company three 
personas. These personas were created through a short questionnaire sent to our 
lab’s graduates. We included the most and least favorite courses, skills with 
different tools, a demo project, burn charts [11] of their thesis works, moti-
vations, and descriptions of an ideal game development company they would 
want to work at. The purpose of these personas was to provide a tangible 
situation where they would need to decide on a new hire. We assumed that 
through this exercise, we would gain more insight into what the company looks 
for in new talent. Additional insight that the company perhaps had not talked 
about in the first part of the interview. 

In the third part of the interview, we discussed the proposed curriculum 
design with the companies in an unstructured way. 

3.3 The Content of Similar Curricula 
The discovery and classification of the content of similar curricula consisted of 
a preliminary and a main study (Publication III). The first, preliminary study 
was conducted on a smaller sample of nearby curricula and was an internal trial 
for the main study. The main study included a larger population and resulted in 
Publication III. 

3.3.1 Initial Discovery and Classification 

We started the design process by looking at existing curricula from other 
countries near Estonia. When looking for curricula, we included those that had 
information available in English and listed the courses with their descriptions 
and the final degree.  

We then chose from among the found curricula the Bachelor’s programs that 
had credits listed for each course and proceeded to profile them to see if there 
were notable distinctions. On further investigation, a program from KAMK 
featured a specialization choice from among three modules, which we regarded 
as separate programs. Our overall assumption was that programs in universities 
of applied sciences would be different than those in general universities. We 
listed the courses from the and labeled them with the following classifiers: 
Industry, Design, Development, Math, Game Studies, Soft Skills, Practice, 
Elect, Other, and Thesis. Each course from the curricula could get one or more 
of those classifiers with equal weights, and the results were weighted based on 
the number of credits each course was worth. Summarizing the profiles of 
courses across the entire curriculum resulted in curriculum profiles. 
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3.3.2 The Main Discovery and Classification (Publication III) 

In our main study, we searched the video game Bachelor’s curricula in Europe 
from three sites: Studyportals (studyportals.com, bachelorsportal.com, and 
mastersportal.com), Educations.com (educations.com), and Keystone Bachelor-
studies (bachelorstudies.com). As our aim was to design a 3‑year Bachelor’s 
program, we filtered the results only to include such programs. We then chose 
for further study only the programs that dealt specifically with video games. 

Those programs would then be investigated further and only the ones that 
include easily accessibly descriptions of their courses, credits, and degrees 
would be included in the subsequent profiling. 

The profiling was to be done similarly to the preliminary study, but we used 
11 classifiers instead of the initial 10. We decided to focus only on the manda-
tory courses, discarding the initial Electives category. The initial Practice 
category was split into Portfolio and Internship. The initial Design category was 
split into Design and Art to distinguish between courses related to big‑picture 
problem‑solving and technical craftsmanship [41]. For clarity, we also renamed 
the Thesis classifier to Thesis / Project to include capstone projects. 

These profiles show the percentages of how much of each classifier / topic 
the programs include. The classification of the curricula was done using these 
classifiers, similar to the preliminary study, with hierarchical clustering using 
Ward’s method and the Euclidean distance function. 

We purposefully chose three clusters for the hierarchical clustering as Ip had 
also categorized the video game curricula into three types – design, pro-
gramming, and art. The design category we called Game Design and Develop-
ment, as often the programs in that cluster had such or a similar title. 

As we were interested in what kinds of programs result in what degrees, we 
calculated the percentage of curricula in each created cluster that gave either a 
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Art, or some other degree. 

We also profiled the curriculum titles based on industry‑, design‑, art‑, and 
programming‑related keywords in them.  

3.4 Stakeholder Feedback 
Our data collection method during the design process was unstructured 
interviews that we used on the stakeholders of the curriculum. The stakeholder 
groups for the proposed curriculum that we gathered input from were: 
• Representatives from the local entertainment software industry 
• The current educators who were involved in our study lab’s courses. 
• The potential educators of both the proposed new courses and existing 

courses that could accommodate the new program. 
• The program managers of existing programs in both our and other uni-

versities. 
• The administration of our institute. 
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3.4.1 Industry Representatives 

Most of the industry representatives were found through the sources mentioned 
in Publication I. During that study they were asked if they would want to do an 
interview and be involved in designing, and potentially developing the proposed 
curriculum. Additional industry representatives were found from among some 
of the current educators who were also actively involved in game development 
in the industry, as well as from a company that was established after the survey 
of Publication I. 

The iterative design process consisted of the industry representatives being 
sent a copy of the curriculum draft and an unstructured interview where 
discussions took place and suggestions were made. The changes in the design 
based on the suggestions depended on also the input from other stakeholders 
and particular capabilities or effectiveness of implementing a suggestion. 

3.4.2 The Educators 

Among the stakeholder group of educators there were both educators of current 
courses in our university as well as potential new educators who were open to 
contributing to the design and implementation of the curriculum in the future. 
Such potential new educators were often discovered through other stakeholders 
or from among existing contacts with whom our study lab had successfully 
collaborated before. 

Similarly with other stakeholders, the educators also got a copy of a version 
of the curriculum proposal and offered suggestions to it. 

3.4.3 Program Managers 

There are two groups of program managers we communicated with during the 
curriculum design process. The first are the program managers of other pro-
grams in our institute. With them we mostly discussed the feasibility of the 
proposal and how to design it to both meet the university rules as well as have 
connections (e.g., for continuing education) to the existing programs. 

The other group were the program managers of similar programs outside our 
university. The methods for discovering them were specific and personal, thus, 
for protecting their identities, these methods will not be elaborated on. 

3.4.4 Administration 

Different iterations of the proposed curriculum draft were also shared with the 
administration of our institute. The questions discussed with the administration 
involved mostly the administrative requirements for and financial aspects of the 
proposed program. 
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3.4.5 Potential Students 

Our lab also runs a course dedicated to primary and high school students. The 
course is called Let’s Make Computer Games. It is an online introductory video 
game programming course where students learn programming in Python and 
make small computer games with the Python game development library 
Pygame. It is a heavily modified, updated, and improved [24,39] version of a 
course created in 2012 [28]. The school students in that course are already 
interested in developing video games and, thus, are a good sample to see if our 
proposed curriculum would be more appealing to them than, for example, our 
current Computer Science program. 

We conducted a short survey among the participants of that course. In the 
survey, we showed a listing of the courses in the Computer Science Bachelor’s 
curriculum and a listing of the courses in our proposed curriculum. All the 
courses were categorized into their corresponding modules and also included 
the time estimations that corresponded to the number of credits. We did not 
provide the curriculum titles to avoid biased choices based largely on the title. 
Instead, the curricula were just called the left and the right ones, as they were 
presented side‑by‑side. The participants were asked to rate their inclination to 
study in those curricula on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 was “not at all” 
inclined and 10 was “certainly” inclined. 

3.4.6 Public Presentations 

To present the curriculum design draft at public events, we created slides that 
conveyed the ideas or work‑in‑progress drafts of the curriculum. We chose local 
events that would involve different stakeholders (gaming fans, game deve-
lopers, students) and that were relatively easy to go to.  

3.5 The Proposed Curriculum 
The methodology for designing the proposed curriculum was iterative design. 
The curriculum draft went through several versions. The changes were based on 
the feedback from the unstructured interviews with the stakeholders, the 
research results, including the previously unpublished part of the interviews of 
Publication II, and feedback from the public presentations. 

The suggested changes and feedback from the stakeholders and discoveries 
from the research were assessed and decided upon based on the feedback from 
other stakeholders and the feasibility of implementation. If a suggestion seemed 
justified (e.g., corresponded with research results, felt necessary by the edu-
cators or other companies) but was unfeasible to be implemented, an alternative 
solution was found and discussed with the initial proposer. 

Throughout the changes, it was important for us to keep the chain or back-
bone of Game Jam courses that would start in the second semester and continue 
until the end of the studies. This was inspired by the “Game a Week” teaching 
methodology discussed by game design professor Bennett Foddy from New 
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York University and game design senior lecturer Douglas Wilson from RMIT 
University in their 2018 GDC talk [57]. The idea they have incorporated into 
their game design courses is for students to make a new game every week 
throughout the semester. The methodology is supposed to help the students 
exercise their creativity, not get too attached to a single idea, and more accu-
rately scope their projects.  

Another reason for incorporating game jams throughout the studies is that we 
want the students from both the Designer and Developer specialization to work 
together often, usually also with artists from Tartu Art School and elsewhere. 
Thus, game jams serve as nice small‑scope projects for developing inter-
disciplinary teamwork. Furthermore, the plan would be to have students from 
later years serve as instructors for students in earlier years during the game jams 
(see Figure 3). This also gives our students skills to assist their less‑experienced 
colleagues – something we believe would benefit them also later in the industry. 

Thus, while the individual courses were moved around, changed, and even 
restructured into core, narrow field, and specialization modules during the 
iterative design process, we always wanted to keep the core structure of 
designers and developers from the two specialization modules collaborating 
through the spine of game jams. 
  

Figure 3. An abstract view of the proposed curriculum modules that shows the interaction
between students from the Developer and Designer specializations through game jams. 
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4 RESULTS 

There were many results gathered from the different work done in designing the 
proposed curriculum, and several things were progressing in parallel. Thus, we 
provide here a timeline of important events and activities related to the work 
discussed in this dissertation (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Timeline of the curriculum design process. 
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4.1 The Local Industry Needs (Publication I) 
The local entertainment software companies to participate in the survey (the 
sample) were found through six sources. First, we looked at the website 
shipped.ee [3]. This is a privately managed website that lists released com-
mercial Estonian games. The second source was the member list of the Estonian 
Virtual and Augmented Reality Association [14]. Thirdly, we looked at a list 
composed by Mark Kendall, which featured Estonian video game startup 
companies [26]. Then, we looked at another list featuring Estonian game 
development companies on a website goodfirms.co [18]. As a fifth source, we 
referred to our own study lab’s list of companies we had previously collaborated 
with [9]. Lastly, we referred to the member list of GameDev Estonia – an 
association that brings together Estonian video game studios [17]. From all 
these sources, we chose the companies that had been active in the past 10 years, 
usually by releasing a product in that timeframe. This process resulted in 70 
Estonian entertainment software companies to whom we then sent our question-
naire. Of those, 28 companies answered the survey. The exact lists of asked and 
surveyed companies are anonymous due to privacy reasons. 

From the results of the Knowledge Area category, we can make informed 
decisions on what subjects and by what amount should be covered in the 
curriculum. For example, the items Code Development (4.71), Video Game 
Design (4.36), and Game Development Processes (4.36) were rated among the 
highest in terms of importance. While items that are in general computer 
science curricula like Relational Databases (2.96), Web Development (2.96), 
Artificial Intelligence (3.25), and Operating Systems (3.29) were rated com-
paratively low.  

In the Languages category, the top‑rated items were C# (4.36), visual 
languages (4.07), and C++ (3.93). The popularity of the C# language could be 
assumed to be due to the popularity of the Unity game engine. However, due to 
recent controversies regarding monetization of Unity games [47], that popu-
larity might be subject to change. An alternative popular object‑oriented 
language used in other software development is Java. However, the importance 
of Java, according to both our and McGill’s results, is rated mediocre (2.64) in 
the entertainment software industry. 

The tool category item of game engines was rated extremely important 
(average 4.6 compared to 4.0 for the next item – version control technologies) 
in the Software Tools / Environments category. More important than the rating 
was the usage of specific tools. We multiplied the answers to specific tool 
requirements by the number of new annual hires the company expects. This 
way, a company that needs, for example, Unreal Engine talent and is ready to 
hire 20 fresh graduates is more represented than a company that uses some other 
game engine and maybe is only planning to hire a single graduate every year. In 
total, there were 53 annual new positions for graduates from all the companies 
who answered the survey. 
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For game engines, we discovered that almost everyone uses Unity, and 43 
potential jobs out of the 53 need skills specifically in it. Only 5 potential jobs in 
companies that use Unity allowed for prior skills in alternative game engines. In 
companies that use Unreal Engine, the situation was similar. From the 32 
potential positions in companies that use it, 29 required skills specifically in 
Unreal Engine, and only in 1 such position prior skills in alternative engines 
were acceptable (see Figure 5). It is notable that many companies use both of 
those engines and need their hires to have skills in both.  

In contrast, companies that use 3D Content Creation Tools largely expect their 
new hires to either not have previous skills in them at all or allow for skills in 
alternative tools to what they use. For example, 24 potential junior game 
designer or developer jobs in companies that use Blender do not expect new 
hires to have any skills in any 3D content creation tools. While 20 of such 
potential jobs in such companies allow for skills in alternative 3D content 
creation tools.  

While skills with 3D content creation tools are not that much required for 
these potential job positions, companies did rate the importance of 3D Modeling 
(3.86), Digital Art (3.79), and Digital Animation (3.79) relatively high in the 
Contextual Fluency category. 

Figure 5. Skill expectations for specific 3D content creation tools and game engines. 
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4.2 The Company-Specific Expectations 
From the initial unstructured interviews with the company representatives and 
the three‑part semi‑structured interviews done in Publication II, we gained a lot 
of insight into the current local policies of the interviewed companies. 

4.2.1 Initial Unstructured Interviews 

Based on the initial unstructured interviews, we made many improvements to 
the questionnaire used in Publication I. For example, the industry repre-
sentatives said that we should ask about the Rust, Go, GLSH/HLSL, Typescript 
languages, the previous term “3D modeling” should be renamed to “3D content 
creation”, we should add tools like digital audio workstations (eg, Abelton Live, 
Audition, FL Studio, Reaper), visual effects tools (e.g., After Effects, Nuke, 
DaVinci Resolve), version control tools should additionally include Plastic 
SCM, Google Drive, and Dropbox. They also said that in the knowledge areas 
category, there should be items “video game design” and “software testing.” 
The languages category also needed something to categorize the visual 
programming done in Unreal Engine’s Blueprints and Unity’s Shader Graph. 
We decided that “visual languages” was a good term for that. There were other 
similar suggestions and improvements made to McGill’s original survey based 
on the feedback from these industry representatives. 

Some of the ideas gained from the initial unstructured interviews regarding 
the initial curriculum draft were that object‑oriented programming (OOP) needs 
to be complemented with data‑oriented programming (DOP). This resulted in us 
taking a direction towards proposing a new course called Multi‑Paradigm 
Programming, which would include both OOP, DOP, and other paradigms that 
would be deemed important should the curriculum implementation proceed. 
Regarding game jams, the industry representatives proposed an idea that some 
of the internal game jams could be longer than just a weekend, for example, a 
jam that would last an entire week or even two weeks. 

Some of the industry proposals for completely new courses we decided to 
rather merge into existing courses. For example, there were ideas about courses 
called Networking in Games, and Databases, Data Structures and Algorithms in 
Games. One representative proposed that MMO (massively multiplayer online 
games) programming should be covered. 

4.2.2 Semi-Structured Interviews (Publication II) 

The data collection method was semi‑structured three‑part interviews that were 
conducted on the sample of 11 companies. These were chosen from among the 
participants of the previous study who had indicated in the quantitative 
questionnaire that they would be willing to do an interview with us. The exact 
list of interviewed companies is anonymous due to privacy reasons. The 
company representatives were usually CEO‑s and usually just them. In a few 
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cases the company had several representatives in the interview, which then 
included CTO‑s, creative directors, and HR managers. 

The results of the interviews showed that among the 11 companies, there are 
a lot of different expectations, hiring processes, and internal structures. Some 
companies emphasized in the interviews that in their company, the employees 
need to have a strong drive and take ownership of their work. Other companies 
mentioned that everyone who wants to could come and contribute to developing 
their games and products. 

The answers about the breadth of skills of designers and developers varied. 
There were programmers employed in a few of the game studios who knew 
nothing about the end user and game design. The companies described that 
these employees just work on their part of the code and do not think about 
anything else. However, in most of the companies, knowledge about the 
different other roles and adjacent skills was expected. Usually, programmers 
were expected to know about game design and game art. One interviewee even 
said that: 

 A programmer who does not know about UX is a bad programmer. 

Expectations for the designer regarding prototyping and programming were 
lower. Often, the interviewed companies said that the designer needs to see the 
big picture and make paper prototypes but does not necessarily need to know 
how to code them. 

Several companies also attribute managerial responsibilities to the game 
designer position. For example, in one company, the game designer position 
was renamed to product manager. 

During the persona‑driven part of the interviews, several companies stated 
that they could not make informed choices based on the presented written data 
alone. The reasoning was that everyone writes appealing text in their appli-
cations. What these companies were more interested in was being able to play 
the applicant’s created games. The presented picture and a short description of 
an example project were not enough.  

4.3 The Content of Similar Curricula 

4.3.1 Initial Discovery and Classification 

Our initial discovery resulted in 24 programs from 16 higher education institu-
tions from the countries of Estonia, Lithuania, Finland, and Sweden (see Figure 
6). 

This is not a comprehensive list, as there exist other video game programs. 
For example, the Computer Game Design and Graphics Bachelor’s program at 
the EKA University of Applied Sciences in the neighboring country of Latvia 
[67]. However, due to limited easily available information on these programs, 
we decided not to include them in this preliminary study. 
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Due to a small sample size, the results of the initial discovery and classi-
fication are not generalizable, and the clustering turned out to be somewhat 
unstable. However, at this junction, our goal was solely to get an initial insight 
into the different programs. The preliminary data from the found 15 Bachelor’s 
curricula showed that there are a few programs that are very specialized in 
either video game design or video game programming (the Development clas-
sifier). Those were Game Design and Graphics from Uppsala University and 
Computer Game Programming from Luleå University of Technology. We also 
saw that many of the programs from the universities of applied sciences feature 
a large percentage of practice. The programs there included many project 
courses, portfolios, workshops, and internships. 

 

Figure 6. The found 24 programs from 16 higher education institutions from nearby countries. 
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We also included our own proposed curricula (v0.4) in the profiling and 
clustering. It was added separately for each specialization module and with the 
working title of Video Game Designer‑Developer. Our Developer specialization 
module corresponded well with the Game Design and Programming program 
from Uppsala University – a program that we had taken as a main inspiration in 
designing our program. The Designer specialization module corresponded well 
with other programs focused on video game design (see Figure 7). 

Our aim was to create a program that favored dedicated subject courses to prac-
tice, and the profiling results showed that this was indeed the case. Compared to 
programs from Finnish universities of applied sciences like TAMK, KAMK, 
JAMK, Turku AMK, and the Estonian EAUS, our proposed program has fewer 
practice courses. However, our proposed curriculum featured more practice than 
programs from Uppsala University and Mykolas Romeris University. 

4.3.2 The Main Discovery and Classification (Publication III) 

Our first search yielded 1067 results, out of which 705 were Bachelor’s pro-
grams. Filtering those to include only the ones that dealt with video games 
resulted in 230 3‑year video game Bachelor’s programs. After searching for the 
information on those 230 programs, we found that not all of them included the 
necessary information on their respective university websites. While searching 
for the information, some new suitable programs from the university websites 
were added. After this last filtering step, we had 113 video game Bachelor’s 
programs with enough information available for profiling. 

Figure 7. The preliminary clustering of programs from nearby institutions. 
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The clustering results (see Figure 8) showed that the curricula in both the 
Game Programming and Game Art clusters are very specialized. Large 
percentages of courses from these clusters are only either about programming 
(Development classifier) or art. They also tended to mostly give a BSc degree 
for the programming curricula and a BA degree for the art curricula.  

What we saw from the analysis was that the curricula in the Game Design and 
Development cluster tend to give both BA (57%) and BSc (40%) degrees. 

The titles in that cluster were quite varied. Some extraordinary examples 
include Multimedia and Creative Technologies, Computing for Games, 
Independent Game Design (Game Development), Digital Arts and Entertain-
ment: Game Development, and Computer Science with Game Design.  
 

Figure 8. The profiles and the three clusters of surveyed curricula. 
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4.4 Stakeholder Feedback 

4.4.1 Industry Representatives 

The initial stakeholder meetings with the industry representatives resulted in an 
updated version of the questionnaire used in Publication I. This is described in 
more detail in the corresponding chapter. 

Most of the discussions with the industry representatives were held during 
the third part of the interviews conducted in Publication II. During that we 
showed the companies our proposed curriculum draft v0.6.X. Several com-
panies were very enthusiastic about the capstone project idea and recommended 
that this needs to be a potential commercial game – ideally even something that 
the graduates could build their own studio around. 

The overall feedback during the third parts of those interviews was very 
positive. There were a few specific suggestions that were then considered for 
subsequent iterations of the draft. 

In addition to the feedback on the curriculum, we also asked if the com-
panies want to be more involved with either teaching in specific courses or with 
its management if the proposal is accepted by the institute. Nine of the 11 
interviewed companies were interested in contributing by teaching for a couple 
of weeks in courses that match their expertise and by potentially being part of 
the capstone project mentoring and grading process. Five companies were 
interested in being part of a program council that would monitor the effective-
ness of the program and propose improvements to meet the changing industry 
needs better. 

4.4.2 The Educators 

Throughout the curriculum design, we communicated with the educators who 
would be involved in the courses of the proposed curriculum. These included 
thirteen existing and seven potential new educators. 

In the data collection method of unstructured interviews, we discussed the 
latest curriculum draft and how the educator would be willing to contribute to 
the existing or new courses. For example, in communication with the current 
educators of the Algorithms and Data Structures course, which is currently 
taught in Java, it was agreed that there could be an additional C++ group for the 
students of our curriculum. In fact, such a group was already being planned for 
additional computer engineering students, so accommodating the extra video 
game students would not be an issue. Many educators were very welcoming to 
teach video game students in their courses. 

A prominent question in these discussions was how not to create either a 
so‑called programming or a math wall in the first year. This term was used to 
refer to an issue where the students find their programming or math courses too 
complicated for their level and disconnected from their studies. It would cause 
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them to drop out of the program or not get the sufficient preparation they need 
for subsequent courses. 

Another topic that the potential new programming educators were passionate 
about was the inclusion of creative programming [68]. This programming code 
that results in sound, animation, color, shapes, etc. The idea is that students 
should be able to express their creativity through programming, and such an 
approach could alleviate their fear of code and experimentation. 

While discussing the necessary math courses with the current educators, it 
became obvious that the math needed for video game development and com-
puter graphics differs largely from the math currently taught in our computer 
science program. 

From the design and entrepreneurship side, we initially planned to have a 
human‑computer interaction course in the first semester. The idea was that from 
the beginning, students should understand that they are building interactive 
software that needs to be usable (playable) by people. However, in discussion 
with the corresponding educator, it turned out that they have two Human‑Com-
puter Interaction courses, and the one where they could incorporate our students 
is in the spring semester. So, we moved that course to the second semester and 
instead proposed that the course Basic Course for Creative Entrepreneur would 
be in the first semester. In that way, the students would start by learning that 
they are building creative software products. 

One more notable point that arose out of discussions with the educators was 
about introducing the students to the video games industry. 

There were other similar discussions with all the educators of the existing 
and proposed courses. Many issues were discovered and solved during these 
interviews. The educators felt confident that if the proposal succeeds, they 
would happily be ready to teach the new students. 

4.4.3 Program Managers 

We reached out to and discussed our proposal draft with current program 
managers of our Bachelor’s and Master’s Computer Science programs, as well 
as four external program managers of existing video game programs. 

The data collection method of unstructured interviews we used with the 
previous and current program managers of our Computer Science Bachelor’s 
provided us with data mostly about the high‑level organization of the proposed 
curriculum. For example, in a discussion with the current program manager, we 
estimated how many new educators would need to be hired for it. 

One larger discussion topic that arose with the current Computer Science 
program managers was the issue of minor specialization. At the University of 
Tartu, Bachelor students can exchange one of their narrow field and specia-
lization modules with modules from another curriculum. This means that, when 
designing a program, the curriculum must still be strong even if a student 
decides to change these two modules in their studies. Such a student still needs 
to have sufficient skills to be productive in the workforce or continue their 
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studies. This was a very productive discussion with both program managers, 
after which the proposed curriculum draft was redesigned to support that. In the 
revised proposal, the Video Game Development narrow field module and the 
Developer specialization module were designed to be related to each other, and 
the Video Game Industry and Game Studies narrow field module and the 
Designer specialization module became related (please see chapter 4.5 for the 
proposed curriculum). No matter which narrow field module they change, the 
students must do the other narrow field and specialization modules. So, in the 
context of our proposed curriculum, they would miss one of the narrow field 
modules – the one unrelated to their specialization module – and the practice 
module. Thus, both the narrow field and their related specialization modules 
were designed to give sufficient skills to work in the chosen field. 

The program managers also said that the university regulations regarding 
Bachelor’s programs are likely to change in the coming years. Thus, it is 
possible that if the proposed curriculum is to be implemented, it needs to be 
changed according to the new regulations. Another program manager of a video 
game program from an outside university similarly said that a curriculum 
program is never done and always needs updating. 

We also discussed the proposed program with the program managers of 
some of the Master’s programs in which the graduates of the proposed program 
could continue their studies. Those were the Computer Science Master’s pro-
gram at our university and the Digital Learning Games Master’s at Tallinn 
University. Based on the feedback from these program managers, the proposed 
curriculum draft was checked and updated to meet the requirements for 
continuing studies in those programs. 

The discussions with program managers of external video game Bachelor 
programs included the troubles that they themselves had faced when building 
and managing their programs. For example, one program manager said that one 
of the initial problems in their curriculum was that the students were not 
actually programming what they had learned about video games. Based on this, 
we needed to make sure that our programming courses, especially introductory 
ones, would be about video games and that the programming tasks would be 
about something they had learned about before. Also, the program manager 
mentioned that students must learn early on that they are always making things 
for an audience. They also mentioned that it is very important to explicitly teach 
conflict management. That program manager discussed a lot more details for 
specific courses and teaching methods. For the general curriculum context, they 
said that even if we map the industry needs now when the students graduate in 
three years, these needs are probably outdated. 

Another program manager of an existing video game program discussed that 
the graduates might not all end up in the entertainment software sector. For 
example, some of their graduates end up as web developers after graduating. 
The reasons for that are different. Some may feel that the highly competitive 
video game industry is too insecure for them. Others just find a different calling. 
But in a curriculum, it is important to give a bit broader skill than just making 
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video games so that the graduates who want to work in related fields would still 
be able to. 

4.4.4 Administration 

The discussions with the institute’s administration mostly revolved around the 
topic of financing the curriculum. Together with administrators, we assessed the 
required qualifications and subsequent wages for the potential new educators. In 
the end, discussions with the administration helped us assemble a sufficient 
financial analysis for the proposal. 

4.4.5 Potential Students 

In total, 35 participants of the Let’s Make Computer Games course answered 
the questionnaire. The results (see Figure 9) show that, on average, the students 
rated their inclination for our proposed curriculum as 8.2 and the current 
Computer Science curriculum as 5.71. The t‑test shows a statistically significant 
difference (p<0.01) among the rated inclinations.  

 
 

Figure 9. The results of the Let's Make Computer Games course participants survey. 
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These results show not only a high interest in our proposed curriculum but also 
that the direct competition between our proposed curriculum and the existing 
Computer Science curriculum is not very high. Students who are inclined to 
enroll in our curriculum, on average, are not as inclined in enrolling to the Com-
puter Science curriculum. 

4.4.6 Public Presentations 

The proposed curriculum drafts were presented to audiences in three instances, 
two of which were public events. The events, where we presented a version of 
the curriculum design draft, were MängudeÖÖ, the Estonian Gamedev Summer 
Summit, and the Computer Graphics Seminar course. 

MängudeÖÖ is a much loved and popular gaming and pop‑culture event in 
Estonia with a long history. In 2023, the event took place for the 25th time [59]. 
A very early vision of the curriculum plan was presented in MängudeÖÖ 2021 
as a vision for the future after describing the current studies in our institute [58]. 
After the talk, several people approached and were very interested in when they 
could enroll in such a program.  

The next presentation was at the Estonian Gamedev Summer Summit event 
on the 17th of June, 2022 [49]. This event was organized by GameDev Estonia, 
an association that brings together video game developers in Estonia. The event 
was targeted at Estonian video game studios, and the purpose was to share 
experiences and knowledge. The talk was focused on the proposed curriculum 
and featured the draft version 0.5 of it. The feedback was positive, and several 
developers wanted to discuss the draft after the presentation.  

The last presentation was in a seminar course that our lab gives – the 
Computer Graphics Seminar. The presentation there was in October of 2022. 
The goal was to get more feedback from students. Draft version 0.6.3 was 
shown, and the slides had a link to a feedback form in case someone wanted to 
give feedback later and anonymously. Through the feedback form, students 
expressed that they were very happy to see such a program. One concern was 
that the C++ course was 3 credits, but the student thought it should be more.  

4.5 The Proposed Curriculum 
Based on the findings from the research conducted in publications I–III, as well 
as input from industry professionals and educators within our institute, we have 
designed a 180 ECTS credits Video Game Design and Development Bachelor’s 
curriculum. 

During the iterative design process, we wanted the curriculum to match the 
industry needs as well as possible and incorporate existing courses from the 
university. Creating too many specialized new courses would not be an effective 
use of university resources. This did cause mismatches between the industry 
recommendations and what we could propose. For example, the course Basics 
Course for Creative Entrepreneur was, during the interviews conducted in 
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Publication II, recommended to be moved closer to the Graduation Project. The 
reasoning was that then the students could directly apply the entrepreneurship 
skills in their final project. However, other educators noted that the third 
semester is already very intense with courses such as Computer Game Develop-
ment and Design, and, depending on the specialization, Computer Graphics or 
Game Design I. These are also courses that seemed most suitable for the third 
semester by the educators. Furthermore, due to the Human‑Computer Inter-
action course being read in the spring semester, we had to move the Basics 
Course for Creative Entrepreneur to the first semester – even further away from 
the Graduation Project. There were several such conflicts, and our goal was to 
balance the proposed curriculum as well as we could. 

The curriculum went through several versions, and not all of them included 
changes that would be meaningful to cover here. Most of them involved re-
naming the courses and modules or moving the courses around due to 
requirements and recommendations from the educators. One larger change was 
in version v0.6, where we restructured the proposal modules to accommodate 
the minor specialization required in our university. 

At the University of Tartu, Bachelor level curricula are structured around 
core modules, narrow field modules, and specialization modules, each com-
prising 24 ECTS credits. Additionally, a practice module is included. The 
students are required to complete a graduation thesis or project, ranging from 6 
to 12 ECTS credits, which may also be incorporated in its own separate and 
larger module. Out of the total 180 ECTS credits, 6‑18 must be for free courses, 
and 12 must be field‑related elective courses. 

The proposed curriculum consists of two core modules: Programming and 
Design and Entrepreneurship. The guiding principle behind them is to give a 
solid foundation for programming and interactive software development. 

The two narrow field modules would be: Video Game Industry and Game 
Studies and Video Game Development. The first would focus on video games in 
wider contexts (business, cultural, ethical, historical), and the second is about 
learning to design and develop video games for different platforms. 

The specialization modules, of which the students must pick one, are 
Developer and Designer. The first specializes in more advanced programming, 
and the second goes in‑depth with game design. 

The practice module consists of many game jams, an internship, partici-
pation in expos and contests, and individual projects and research. The last 
module would be the graduation project module, which would focus on creating 
a portfolio and a larger capstone project. 

These modules would leave 6 credits for free courses and 12 for field‑related 
electives, which could include courses such as Computer Handling, Databases, 
and Operating Systems for more technically minded students. 

Figure 10 provides a visual breakdown of the described modules and their 
courses with corresponding credit loads. 
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Figure 10. The designed Video Game Design and Development Bachelor’s curricula. The 
numbers on the top show semesters, numbers inside each course are course credits and the
numbers on the bottom show the sum of the course credits per semester. 
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 4.5.1 Semester #1 

The first semester is designed to be as interdisciplinary as possible. It includes 
courses on necessary math, programming, entrepreneurship, and visual design. 
The principle here is to make it clear from the get‑go that creating video games 
touches on many different areas. Being able to express one’s ideas with visual 
design and think of making games as a business must not come only as an 
afterthought but rather be integrated into the studies right away. Furthermore, in 
their first programming course, the students would also learn programming by 
making games. This integrated course already exists in our institute and has 
been very effective in teaching programming up to the object‑oriented level. 

4.5.2 Semester #2 

In the second semester, the students split into their specialization Designer and 
Developer modules. Because of that, it is important to make sure the differently 
specialized students still stay in touch and collaborate with each other. Thus, in 
the second semester, the game jams start, and there is a course about Teamwork. 
An important course here is Games Industry and Production, which brings 
representatives from the industry to meet the new students and discuss their 
company cultures and expectations. This sets the students up to think about 
what sort of companies exist and where they want to work after graduating. 

4.5.3 Semester #3 

The third semester is the most intense in terms of challenging courses. This is 
the semester where all the students learn to use different game engines. Our 
principle here is not to specialize the entire curriculum to a single game engine 
but rather give the students skills and understanding to use and easily learn 
different tools for different jobs. Both the specialization modules would also 
focus on learning advanced subjects like computer graphics, algorithms and 
data structures, in‑depth game design, and basic 3D modeling skills. 

4.5.4 Semester #4 

In semester #4, there is the portfolio seminar. The portfolio is the first element 
of the graduation project. During the interviews with the companies in pub-
lication II, it became clear that companies value a lot the possibility checking 
out and playing the candidates’ prior games. The portfolio will be essential for 
the graduates in finding a job after graduating. At that point, there would have 
been six mandatory game jams and about three to four course projects that the 
students could use to put together into their portfolios. 
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4.5.5 Semester #5 

The graduation capstone project starts in the fifth semester. This is designed to 
be a team project lasting two semesters, which would result in a potentially 
commercial video game. It is where both the Designer and Developer students 
work together to make a game that they can be proud of. To supplement that, 
there are courses on data collection and analysis that encourage data‑driven user 
flow development, and multimedia, to learn video editing for making their game 
trailers. While there is also an Internship course marked on that semester, the 
internship can be taken on or split between this and the sixth semester. 

4.5.6 Semester #6 

In the last semester, there are a couple of small but important supplementary 
courses about video game testing, specifics of designing games for mobile, and 
the role of artificial intelligence in video games. When the students complete 
their capstone projects, the team projects would be assessed together with 
individual portfolios by a committee during a defense procedure.  
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5. DISCUSSION 

During the iterative design process of the curriculum proposal, it became 
obvious that there are different opinions on what such a program should contain 
and how it should be taught. There is a lot to consider and decide. This is also 
one of the principles behind the IGDA Curriculum Framework that educators 
should consider what areas of video game development they want to, need to, or 
are capable of including in their programs. 

5.1 The Local Industry Needs (Publication I) 
During the industry needs study (Publication I) we asked specifically about the 
tools that are used in the companies. We noted that the industry needs can 
change quickly and considerably as a decade ago the third‑party game engines 
only started to gain popularity. We also mentioned that while in our survey the 
Unity game engines was the most needed, this could change in the future due to 
questionable management decisions. However, we assume that it will be very 
unlikely for Unity to be discarded by the industry completely. So, while the 
importance of C# might decrease in the following years, it will likely remain 
notably important for the industry. 

This is an important consideration for the aspect of designing a curriculum 
as focusing a program on teaching only one technology could make the program 
vulnerable to disruptions in that particular technology.  

During the curriculum proposal design, we did not focus too much on the 
specific tools used in the courses. However, in the design of our existing 
courses, which would be part of the curriculum, we do aim to provide a suffi-
cient variation of tools. For example, we have courses that use Unity and 
courses that use Unreal Engine, and in our Game Engines course, we teach both 
with the addition of the Godot game engine. 

We also saw in the results of Publication I that the needs for contextual 
fluencies in 3D Modeling, Digital Art, and Digital Animation were relatively 
highly rated. This means that there is at least some expectation that a new junior 
video game designer or developer should be able to communicate professionally 
with video game artists. This is the reason why, in the curriculum proposal, we 
included several introductory art courses, mainly in the Designer specialization. 

5.2 The Company-Specific Expectations 
Both the initial unstructured interviews as well as the semi‑structured interviews 
conducted in Publication II provided useful insight. We found that the local 
companies differ a lot in their internal policies and expectations for employee 
candidates.  
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5.2.1 Initial Unstructured Interviews 

The initial unstructured interviews helped us in creating the initial curriculum 
drafts. However, the initial suggestions included a lot of new custom courses 
(e.g., Networking in Games, and Databases, Data Structures and Algorithms in 
Games). We decided to incorporate more already existing courses (e.g., the 
general Algorithms and Data Structures course from our computer science pro-
gram) and include the needed game‑specific things in other proposed courses. 
For example, our current course, Game Engines, already features video game 
networking, and databases could be sufficiently covered inside the proposed 
Data Collection and Analysis in Video Games course. 

One suggestion given during the initial interviews was to include MMO 
programming in the curriculum. When it comes to this suggestion, we feel that 
it can be too difficult for a Bachelor’s curriculum. Programming multiplayer 
games is already quite difficult, and programming a game that could support 
hundreds of thousands of concurrent players seemed to us not to be that suitable 
for a Bachelor’s level program. 

However, most of the suggestions were very useful and got, in different 
ways, incorporated into the curriculum draft and were iterated upon at later 
stages of design. These initial interviews also helped us create a contemporary 
version of the questionnaire used in Publication I. Thus, they were essential at 
the beginning of our iterative design process. 

5.2.2 Semi-Structured Interviews (Publication II) 

Due to the notable differences in how the companies operate and what they 
expect, it became clear to us that our proposed Games Industry and Production 
course needs to facilitate these differences to students. For us, it validated and 
strengthened our aim of bringing in representatives from different companies in 
that course to explain their particular expectations and workflows. 

The many answers that talked about the different roles having large overlaps 
in the field of game development, confirmed to us that the students taking the 
Developer specialization should usually have broader skills than just code 
programming. They, too, need to be able to understand parts of game design, for 
example, through the shared narrow field courses and collaborative game jams. 
They also need to know a bit about game art to make simple changes. Thus, our 
proposed core Visual Design course is necessary. 

Although the companies specified that a game designer does not have to be 
able to code, we feel with other educators that our current aim of teaching the 
Designer specialization students to implement games with game engines is 
beneficial for giving the graduates more opportunities in the job market. The 
path for everyone is to take the Programming and Multi‑Paradigm Pro-
gramming courses and then design and implement several games for different 
platforms in subsequent courses and game jams. However, we do agree that 
game designers should also be able to see the so‑called big picture. They 
should, for example, be able to identify their target audience, create strong 
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designs for different games, including serious games, understand the messages 
that their games convey, and tackle larger ethical issues like the Gamer’s 
Dilemma [32]. These are topics that would be in the proposed Game Design I 
and II courses. 

The fact that game designers often have managerial roles, is an indication 
that besides the Basics Course for Creative Entrepreneur course and the Team-
work course, there should be additional project management topics covered in 
the Game Design I and II courses. Further research would be beneficial for 
determining if the game designer position serves more as a product manager or, 
rather as a project manager role [35]. 

As the interviewed companies usually desired to try out games made by their 
potential employee candidates, the graduates of our program must have some-
thing to show them. In the proposed curriculum, there are a lot of games made 
during course projects and game jams. Thus, by the end of the program, the 
student should have numerous examples to show. However, knowing which 
ones to choose and creating a solid portfolio is not a trivial task. Thus, in our 
proposed curriculum, we have a Portfolio Seminar to ensure that every graduate 
has a nice portfolio of playable games that hiring companies can check out. 
Furthermore, the capstone graduation project is also proposed as a larger 
teamwork game project. 

5.3 The Content of Similar Curricula 

5.3.1 Initial Discovery and Classification 

The initial discovery, profiling, and classification of nearby curricula helped us 
position our design in relation to them. We had an idea what kind of a curri-
culum we want to design and a preliminary comparison with existing similar 
(and different) curricula helped find more focus. 

The piloted methodology of profiling the curricula and clustering them also 
proved successful for us, and we proceeded to use it on a much larger dataset  
in our Publication III to investigate other aspects of existing video game 
Bachelor’s programs. 

5.3.2 The Main Discovery and Classification (Publication III) 

The hierarchical clustering done in Publication III gave us a much better 
understanding of what kinds of video game curricula are out there and how they 
differ in the aspects that we studied. We gained a lot of understanding into the 
existing curricula and that helped us in the design of our proposal. 

As we were designing a design and development curriculum, our interest 
was in the Game Design and Development cluster of Publication III. It was 
useful to see that the curricula in that cluster tend to be broader, and some 
include more courses classified as Industry, Art, and a few even include Game 
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Studies. While this cluster can certainly be analyzed in more depth and perhaps 
clustered further, the results were sufficient for us to improve our proposal. 

Initially, our working title for the program was Video Game Designer‑Deve-
loper. During the stakeholder meetings with educators, several of them 
expressed concern that it could be better. Based on other titles in the Game 
Design and Development cluster of Publication III, we decided to go with a 
more generic title of Video Game Design and Development. 

From analyzing the clusters of Publication III and the different degrees they 
reward, it seemed that the Game Art cluster included mostly BA programs and 
the Game Programming had mostly BSc programs. But for the Game Develop-
ment and Design cluster that the choice between BA and BSc seems to come 
down to other considerations that just being art‑ or programming‑focused. In 
our proposed curriculum, we decided to base the choice on the nature of the 
student’s final work. As our program would end with a portfolio and a large 
capstone project instead of a written scientific thesis, we concluded that the 
Bachelor of Arts degree would be more suitable for it. 

5.4 Stakeholder Feedback 
Most of the work on the curriculum design was based on the stakeholders’ 
feedback. All the different stakeholder groups had their own specific insight 
into the design and collaborating with them provided a comprehensive overview 
of what they would expect from, how they could contribute with, and what 
should we consider in such a curriculum. Stakeholders often raised important 
issues that should be solved in the design. 

5.4.1 Industry Representatives 

It was encouraging to see many of the industry representatives enthusiastic 
about the proposed curriculum. Even more so that many companies wanted to 
be actively involved in implementing, developing, and monitoring of such a 
program. It seems very important to involve the industry in such activities as the 
program is supposed to, ultimately, benefit them. 

5.4.2 Educators 

The discussions with the educators often involved the co‑called math and 
programming walls. To alleviate these issues, we wanted to design the initial 
programming and math courses with effectiveness and focus in mind. We have 
already given for many years an online introductory video game programming 
course called Let’s Make Computer Games to primary and high school students. 
That course usually includes pupils already from the 6th and 7th grades, and by 
the end of 10 study weeks with an approximate 3 credits load, they have 
achieved the first basics of object‑oriented programming. Thus, in discussion 
with the educators involved in the programming courses of the proposed 
curriculum, it seemed that extending that course to 6 credits and then having the 
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Multi‑Paradigm Programming course afterward would give the students enough 
skill to continue developing video games with game engines and possibly learn 
algorithms, data structures, and computer graphics in subsequent courses. 

The discussions also discovered that the current math that is taught to Com-
puter Science students is quite different to what video game students would 
need. The effective solution that we reached was first to have an introductory 
analytical geometry course for half a semester, followed by a new course – 
Higher Math for Video Games. 

Educators also emphasized that the students should learn of and be in contact 
with the local entertainment software industry. For that, we proposed a course in 
the second semester called Games Industry and Production. From our research 
in Publication II, it became clear that companies, at least in Estonia, are all quite 
different in their internal policies and expectations. Thus, our proposal included 
a course in which there would mostly be representatives from different 
companies talking about the industry and the specifics of their company. The 
educator that would be in charge of that course has a lot of contacts in the 
industry and was very positive about that kind of course structure. 

5.4.3 Program Managers 

One of the program managers of an existing similar program had mentioned  
that students should understand early on that they are building things for an 
audience. This is one of the reasons why we think that the Human‑Computer 
Interaction course needs to be as early as possible. 

They also added that the program should explicitly teach conflict manage-
ment. In our curriculum proposal, we have a dedicated Teamwork course that 
would include it. 

As the program managers mentioned that a curriculum always needs to be 
updated and is never done, it became clear that when running a curriculum, we 
need to include industry partners to monitor the curriculum with us, create 
metrics to determine if the curriculum is providing what the industry expects, 
and do occasional surveys to update the industry's needs. 

An important statement by one program manager was that graduates should 
be able to find employment in other similar fields as well. In our proposed 
program, the courses should be organized so that, by the end, the students 
would be very good real‑time interactive software developers. Based on the 
discussion with that program manager, the possible application of the learned 
skills in related fields is something we certainly want to provide and monitor. 
Also, in our proposal, we have purposefully left out the elective courses. These 
courses could best help the students who want to pivot from video games. For 
example, a web development course should be listed among the electives. 

5.4.4 Administration 

While the administration was very supportive of the program and helped with 
administrative requirements and the financial analysis, they did express the 
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concern that not everyone in our institute will feel that such a program, one that 
is about video games, should exist in a university. Experiences with such people 
were also described by a few other program managers of similar programs. So, 
while there exist thousands of programs in universities already, the global 
industry is large and growing, the field is untrivial, and there are scientific 
journals from ACM and IEEE on the subject, there still exists pushback from 
the academia. 

5.4.5 Potential Students 

There were three reasons why we did not do separate interviews or studies 
directly with university students. First, the current computer science students 
might not fully be the correct target audience. So, a separate process should 
have been developed to find out which of the current computer science students 
would instead enroll in a video game program. Furthermore, one source of 
motivation for creating the proposed curriculum was due to several of our lab’s 
students already expressing their desires for it. Secondly, we decided it would 
be more useful to survey a sample of school students who are already interested 
in developing video games. More about this in Chapter 3.3. Thirdly, we wanted 
to focus on what the industry expects the students to know after graduation 
rather than what the students would want to learn in such a program. To clarify, 
we certainly want to provide a curriculum that the students enrolled in it would 
like and find useful. However, asking individual students from outside the 
program could result in a bias towards specific technologies or areas, which 
might differ from what the industry expects. 

The results of the survey conducted on the participants of the Let’s Make 
Computer Games course that showed that that, in direct comparison, more 
students of that course would rather be interested in our proposed curriculum 
than in our Computer Science program, is an interesting discussion point. Our 
guess is that they, given the absence of our program and that they can afford the 
tuition fee, they would also rather enroll in a similar EUAS video games 
program in Estonia rather than our Computer Science program. However, this 
could certainly be studied further, and the actual reasons behind this difference 
in inclinations would also be useful to know. 

5.4.6 Public Presentations 

In the Estonian Gamedev Summer Summit presentation, one of the questions 
was that if this is a program for designers and developers, then where do video 
game artists come from? The answer to that is that from art schools. In Tartu, 
we have the Tartu Art School, which has dedicated programs for both 3D 
designers and graphic designers. Usually, students from Tartu Art School also 
join our current game jams and work on video game art alongside our pro-
grammers. Furthermore, the Pallas University of Applied Sciences features a 
program about graphic and media design, and the Estonian Academy of Arts 
also has very strong programs in graphic design and animation. 
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From the Computer Graphics Seminar presentation that was oriented 
towards students, the feedback given via the form expressed concerns about the 
C++ course only being 3 ECTS credits instead of 6. In a later version, we 
changed it to have 6 credits. Another concern was that students did not under-
stand what the Video Game Analysis course was about, even though it was 
explained during the presentation. We feel that this is a common issue among 
computer science students that video games are regarded only as software 
programs and not as cultural, societal, or literary objects. Even the idea that 
video games are analyzed as such is foreign to some students who are actually 
very much into video games. This is something that the proposed curriculum is 
aimed at improving. 

5.5. The Proposed Curriculum 
Regarding the “Game a Week” concept [57] that we used as inspiration for our 
spine of game jams. It must be said that for us, one game every week seems 
perhaps too intense, but the concept was intriguing. We want the students to 
rather participate in a limited number of game jams throughout their whole 
studies. As game jams have a limited time scope, and there is enough time 
between them, we hope that this would avoid the potential burnout that a very 
intense schedule of making a new game every week could cause in students. 

5.5.1 Design Guidelines 

Throughout the research that led to the three publications, the communication 
with our university educators, students, and industry partners, and the iterative 
design process we used to create the curriculum, we discovered and established 
five design guidelines that seemed useful to us and that we followed in 
designing the proposed curriculum: 
1. All mandatory courses must have an explicit focus on video games.  

The curriculum should not have the so‑called math or programming wall for 
students to get stuck at. Rather, the subjects taught here should have clear 
and explicit benefits for satisfying the students’ goals for enrolling in the 
first place – i.e., satisfy the goal of learning to make better video games. This 
is something we developed strong feelings for through communication with 
our current computer science students, who express that many of their man-
datory subjects are not very valuable to them. It seems likely that learning 
subjects with ambiguous values decreases motivation and potentially in-
creases the student dropout rate. However, further studies on that would be 
necessary. 

2. The contextual fluencies needed in the industry must be covered.  
In their future careers, the developers and designers who graduate from this 
curriculum would need to be able to communicate with artists, musicians, 
story writers, and other people from different disciplines, as evidenced by the 
survey result from publication I. The graduates need to have both the 
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vocabulary as well as enough knowledge of the different disciplines to be 
able to do so effectively. 

3. The students in the different specialization modules must have 
collaborative touchpoints and experiences throughout their studies.  
This is something accomplished by our spine of game jams that starts 
already from the second semester. Participating in many collaborative 
projects teaches that people can accomplish more together. Game jams are 
more suitable for this than regular course projects due to them being in a 
specific and explicitly bound timeframe. Good teamwork skills are valued in 
the industry, as seen from both publications I and II. 

4. The projects students build during their studies need to have clear  
and explicit benefits for the students also after their graduation. 
This is why a portfolio must be part of the graduation project, and the 
capstone video game itself would need to have the potential to be 
commercialized. The need for it was emphasized by several companies in 
publication II. 

5. As video games are interdisciplinary, so must be the curriculum. 
The graduates of a video game design and development curriculum must 
fulfill managerial roles between highly specialized programmers and artists. 
The game makers also have both cultural and economic responsibilities, 
which cannot be overlooked or ignored during their studies. The education 
must be comprehensive. This was evidenced in publication III and indicated 
by the industry in publication II. 

While these were the principles we used in our curriculum design process, these 
principles can, of course, be used for developing and improving existing video 
game curricula in other universities as well. 

5.6 Possible Open Questions and Further Studies 
In a previous study Bayliss and Bierre [6] have researched how Computer 
Science and Video Game Development and Design students differ. That study 
was done in 2008 and both fields have undergone significant changes in terms 
of tools and required skills. Therefore, conducting a similar study with modern 
programs and students would yield valuable insights. Furthermore, as con-
sidered in this dissertation, the students of a video game curriculum could 
switch fields and find employment in other areas. Investigating this could help 
quantify the benefit that a video game program would have on a local industry. 

We created a contemporary survey of the industry needs and in Publication I 
compared the results with a similar study by McGill’s from 2009 [37]. We 
mentioned that the results of our study might be affected by the recent troubling 
situation regarding the Unity game engine [27]. It would be interesting to see if 
that situation has a measurable effect on the industry needs in a year or two. We 
could assume that as the trust among the game studios in Unity fades, the 
current dominating position in the industry needs can also change. 
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In our Publication III we surveyed 113 Bachelor’s curricula. We chose ones 
that had easily accessible details about their courses available in English. Such a 
survey could be done in a larger scale by also including programs that have the 
information available in another language or where the information needs to be 
required directly from the institute. This could enable a possibility of a com-
parison between programs in English and in other languages. 

Another improvement that could be made with a larger dataset based on 
Publication III would be further clustering. Currently it seems that the Video 
Game Design and Development cluster could potentially be clustered further. 
Perhaps into separate Video Game Design and Video Game Development 
clusters. However, for stable results, a larger set of data would be necessary. 

The small survey we did on the participants of the Let’s Make Computer 
Games course could be repeated on regular high school students. That would 
give a more generalizable result. 

Regarding our proposed curriculum design and guiding principles, these are 
certainly something that should be researched in practice. If such a program 
were implemented, it would allow for research into its effectiveness, further 
iterations, and enhancement of the guiding principles. 

5.6.1 The IGDA Curriculum Framework 

We used the IGDA Curriculum Framework [22] as a basis of what different 
areas a video game program could include. It does provide a very good and 
thorough overview of the inter‑ and multidisciplinary nature of the field. We 
used it at some of the stakeholder interviews to illustrate that point. 

It is true that the framework is from 2008 and could suffer the same issue of 
being potentially outdated as the previous studies by McGill (2009) [37], Ip 
(2012) [23], Bayliss and Bierre (2008) [6]. During the work in this dissertation 
we were in short contact with an IGDA representative, who mentioned that they 
are working on a 2020 version of the framework [16]. However, information 
about that is scarce and public announcements about it seem to have stopped 
around 2019‑2020. 

Based on our current work, the 2008 version of the framework still seems 
useful enough for curriculum design. There could be some small improvements 
done. For example, it could include the MDA (mechanics‑dynamics‑aesthetics) 
framework [21] of game design that has become popular in video game design 
studies. 

We suspect that a deeper understanding and more constructive suggestions 
for the IGDA Curriculum Framework would require more experience of not just 
designing a curriculum but also implementing it, analyzing, and iterating the 
design of running curriculum. That would provide a better understanding of 
what works in terms of curriculum design, what needs to be improved, and how 
best to convey that information to other curriculum designers. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

As we set out to improve our current video game education at the University of 
Tartu’s Institute of Computer Science, it became clear that we needed to answer 
four research questions: 1) What are the industry needs? 2) What are the 
company‑specific expectations? 3) What is the content of the similar curricula? 
4) What is the stakeholders feedback to the suggested curriculum? 

To answer the first question, we updated and replicated the survey conducted 
by McGill about a decade ago [37]. In our survey, 28 Estonian video game or 
closely related companies provided quantitative data on their needs in the 
categories of Knowledge Areas, Languages, Software Tools / Environments, 
Abilities, and Contextual Fluencies. Compared to McGill, we observed 
increases in the need for JavaScript and C#, while there were decreases in the 
need for C++, C, and XML. From among our added items, skills with visual 
languages and JSON were rated to be highly needed. Among the other cate-
gories, a notable difference was found in the Abilities category. There our 
results show that Organization / Time Management is needed more than before. 

From our survey results, we found the answers regarding the need for skills 
with specific tools to be the most actionable. Differently from McGill, we asked 
to rate the tool categories and then had the companies specify which tools they 
use. For each tool, we asked do they expect the video game designer or deve-
loper job candidates to know exactly these tools or would skills in alternative 
tools also be acceptable. Our results show that the game engines Unity and 
Unreal Engine are ones that companies expect their job candidates to be speci-
fically skilled in, and alternatives for those would not be suitable. Furthermore, 
several companies marked them both as necessary. This is an important result 
that leads us to propose that a video game design and development program 
should not be teaching just a single game engine. 

While our survey in publication I gave us a lot of actionable quantitative 
data, it lacked in terms of providing more in‑depth qualitative data and could 
not answer our second research question. Thus, to find out more, in publication 
II, we conducted semi‑structured interviews with local entertainment techno-
logy companies. For those interviews, we created personas of graduated 
students based on data from our current graduated students who had made video 
games as their theses. The purpose of these was to get the companies to imagine 
a tangible situation and give feedback on what sort of data regarding their job 
candidates they need and value. 

With publication II, we gained a lot of valuable insight into how the graduate 
needs to be prepared prior to applying for a job in the local entertainment 
technology industry. Many companies look for thorough portfolios where they 
can actually play the applicant’s created video games. Just a picture and a 
description are usually not enough. This supports our design that the graduate 
must have a portfolio, and the courses or activities throughout the curriculum 
should provide input for that portfolio. 
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Another important result from publication II was that game designers and 
developers are often expected to embody managerial roles, be able to work well 
in teams, and have a breadth of skills or at least contextual fluencies. There 
were a few companies where this was not necessary – i.e., a developer there 
could just be skilled in programming and know about nothing else – but in most 
companies, that was not so. Via these interviews, it became clear that the local 
industry is varied, and the companies have different expectations. Thus, prior 
education needs to provide a strong and versatile enough foundation. 

With the insight from publications I and II, we sought to answer the third 
research question and decided to explore the types of Bachelor curricula already 
existing in other countries. Such a survey was done by Ip about a decade ago 
[23]. We felt that during the last decade, there might have been notable changes 
in these programs and that the classification of programs for our purposes could 
be different. Thus, we decided to conduct a similar survey ourselves in publi-
cation III. Due to the standard created through the Bologna Process, we chose to 
focus on European programs. Out of convenience, we picked the ones in 
English that had public data available. 

Performing cluster analysis on the 113 curricula, we were able to show the 
existence of three clusters. These were the curricula that 1) focus on game 
programming, 2) focus on game art, 3) deal with game design and development 
and are broader than the other two. Performing principal component analysis on 
the data showed that many curricula that follow the Industry and Design 
loadings (mostly the Game Design and Development programs) lie between the 
curricula with Development (mostly the Game Programming programs) and Art 
(mostly the Game Art programs) loadings. The interpretation of that is that 
game design and development education, at least in part, serves as an important 
connection between the specialized game programming and game art fields. 

Based on the results from these three research endeavors and through 
iterative design with both our educators and the industry, covering our fourth 
research question, we designed a 180 ECTS credits Video Game Design and 
Development Bachelor’s program. Through the design, we found and relied on 
five guiding principles. These could be summarized as follows: 1) a video game 
program should be about video games, 2) the needed interdisciplinary con-
textual fluencies must be included, 3) there must be many touchpoints between 
the program specializations, 4) course projects should be explicitly valuable 
after the course, i.e., in a portfolio, and 5) the program should also give a solid 
foundation for video games as cultural and financial objects. 

We believe the research results of this dissertation will be useful for curri-
culum designers and education researchers who work with existing or new 
video game curricula. Of course, it must be understood that the research in this 
dissertation is limited by both the sample size and the locality. In Publications I 
and II we focused on the Estonian industry. The industry in some other region 
might be different. Further studies with larger sets of data, more thorough 
methodologies, and based on implementation of the designed curriculum can 
provide additional insight into various aspects described in this dissertation. 
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APPENDIX A – THE INDUSTRY NEEDS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Video Game Designer‑Developer Curriculum Needs Survey 

 
Dear Estonian video game development company, 

In the University of Tartu we are currently deliberating on a new Bachelor 
level Video Game Designer‑Developer curriculum. Our aim is to provide a solid 
skillset and education in the field of video games for new generations of video 
game makers. We envision a multi-disciplinary curriculum, where studying 
designers and developers can both specialize and work together in learning and 
creating video games. 

Prominent principle for the curriculum is to ensure our graduates find 
employment on the VIDEO GAME DESIGNER / DEVELOPER positions in 
Estonian video game companies. For that we ask you for what are your expec-
tations regarding YOUR JOB CANDIDATES for the said positions – what 
skills, fluency, knowledge are you expecting of graduates who would love to 
come work for you. Please take this time to fill this questionnaire to the best of 
your ability so that the new curriculum would benefit you the most. 

We would also be very happy to interview you in the future. If you are also 
interested in an interview, then we will get back to you with that and other 
collaboration possibilities after analyzing the questionnaire results. 

By answering this questionnaire you agree that your entered information will 
be used in the design of the video game designer‑developer curriculum and 
academic research. 

The analysis and summary of the results will be made freely available to the 
participants. 

Kind regards, 
Raimond Tunnel 
https://cgvr.cs.ut.ee/ 
 

Email 
________________________________ 
 
Company Name 
________________________________ 
 
Number of Current Employees 
________________________________ 
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Fields of Activity 
☐ Arcade / Casino Games 
☐ Computer Graphics 
☐ Console Games 
☐ Mobile Games 
☐ PC Games 
☐ Virtual Activity 
 

Curriculum Expectations 
As students go through their studies, the knowledge and skills they learn need to 
be beneficial for them finding employment and work in the industry. Thus, in 
this section we ask you about the proficiencies important for the video game 
designers-developers in your company. 

This will be the actionable information we use to design the curriculum and 
the courses in it. 

 
 
What are your expectations for a Bachelor level Video Game 
Designer‑Developer curriculum and its graduates? 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
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The following Knowledge Areas are important in your candidates: 
These are areas the candidate for your Video Game Designer or Video Game 
Developer position should have skills and knowledge in. “Strongly disagree” 
means that it is not important at all for the candidate. 

 
1 – 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 – 
Disagree 

3 – 
Neutral  4 – Agree  

5 – 
Strongly 
Agree 

Algorithm Development      

Artificial Intelligence      

Code Development      

Computer Organization      

Data Structures      

Game Development 
Processes      

Graphics      

Large Scale Development 
Processes      

Low-Level / Embedded 
Systems      

Math      

MMO Programming      

Multi-Thread Programming      

Networking      

Object-Oriented 
Programming      

Operating Systems      

Optimization      

Physics      

Real-Time Systems      

Relational Databases      
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Software Development 
Processes      

Software Testing      

Tool Development      

User Interface      

Version Control Processes      

Video Game Analysis      

Video Game Design      

Web Development      

 
Is there any other Knowledge Area you consider important? 
What? How important? 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
The following Languages are important in your candidates: 
In candidates for your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer posi-
tion. “Strongly disagree” means that it is not important at all for the candidate. 

 
1 – 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 – 
Disagree 

3 – 
Neutral  4 – Agree  

5 – 
Strongly 
Agree 

Assembly      

C      

C#      

C++      

CSS      

GLSL / HLSL      

Go      

HTML      

Java      
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JavaScript      

JSON      

Lua      

Perl      

PHP      

Python      

Rust      

SQL      

TypeScript      

XML      

Visual languages (eg, 
Blueprints in Unreal Engine, 
Visual Scripting in Unity) 

     

 
Is there any other Language you consider important? 
What? How important? 
 
The following Software Tools / Environments are important in your 
candidates: 
In candidates for your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer posi-
tion. “Strongly disagree” means that it is not important at all for the candidate. 

 
1 – 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 – 
Disagree 

3 – 
Neutral  

4 – 
Agree  

5 – 
Strongly 
Agree 

3D content creation tool (Blender, 
Maya, Houdini, 3DS Max, Modo)      

Audio editor (Audacity, ...)      

Database server (SQL, NoSQL)      

Digital audio workstation (Ableton 
Live, Audition, FL Studio, REAPER)      
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Game engine (Unity, Unreal Engine, 
Godot, GameMaker Studio, Open 3D 
Engine, CryEngine, Construct 3, 
Source 2) 

     

Graphics API (DirectX, OpenGL, 
Vulkan, WebGL)      

IDE (Visual Studio, Visual Studio 
Code, Monodevelop, Rider)      

Project management tools (Confluence, 
Jira, Trello)      

Raster graphics editor (Photoshop, 
PaintShop Pro, Affinity Photo, Krita, 
GIMP) 

     

Software runtime (.NET Framework / 
Mono, Java, Node.js)      

Texturing tools (Substance 3D, 
Material Maker, ArmorPaint, Quixel 
Mixer) 

     

Vector graphics editor (Affinity 
Designer, Adobe Illustrator, Inkscape)      

Version control technology (Perforce, 
Git, SVN, Mercurial, Unity Collab, 
Plastic SCM, Dropbox, Google Drive) 

     

Video editor (DaVinci Resolve, Adobe 
Premiere, OpenShot, Kdenlive)      

Visual effects tools (After Effects, 
Nuke, DaVinci Resolve)      
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Which are the main 3D Content Creation Tools in the company? 

 ☐ 3ds Max 
 ☐ Blender 

 ☐ Houdini 

 ☐ Maya 
 ☐ Marvelous Designer 

 ☐ Modo 

☐ We do not use 3D content creation tools. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
 
Which is the main Audio Editor in the company? 

 ☐ 3ds Max   

☐ We do not use audio editors. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
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Which is the main Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) in the company? 

 ☐ Abelton Live 
 ☐ Audition 

 ☐ FL Studio 
 ☐ REAPER 

☐ We do not use 3D content creation tools. ☐ Other: ___________ 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
 
Which are the main Game Engines in the company? 

 ☐ Construct 3 ☐ CryEngine 
 ☐ GameMaker Studio 

 ☐ Godot 

 ☐ Open 3D Engine 
(ex Lumberyard) 

 ☐ Source 2 

 ☐ Unity ☐ Unreal Engine  

☐ We do not use game engines. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
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Which are the main Graphics APIs in the company? 

 ☐ DirectX ☐ OpenGL 
 ☐ Vulkan 

 ☐ WebGL   

☐ We do not use graphics APIs. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 

 
Which are the main IDEs in the company? 

 ☐ Monodevelop 
 ☐ Rider 

 ☐ Visual Studio 

 ☐ Visual Studio Code   

☐ We do not use IDEs. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
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☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 

 
Which are the main Project Management Tools in the company? 

 ☐ Confluence ☐ Jira 
 ☐ Trello 

☐ We do not use project management tools. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 

 
Which are the main Raster Graphics Editors in the company? 

 ☐ Affinity Photo 
 ☐ GIMP 

 ☐ PaintShop Pro 

 ☐ Photoshop 
 ☐ Krita  

☐ We do not use raster graphics editors. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
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Which are the main Software Runtimes in the company? 

 ☐ .NET / Mono ☐ Java 
 ☐ Node.js 

☐ We do not use software runtimes. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 

 
Which are the main Texturing Tools in the company? 

 ☐ ArmorPaint 
 ☐ Material Maker 

 ☐ Quixel Mixer 

 ☐ Substance 3D   

☐ We do not use texturing tools. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
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Which are the main Vector Graphics Editors in the company? 

 ☐ Affinity Designer 
 ☐ Illustrator 

 ☐ Inkscape 

 ☐ Substance 3D   

☐ We do not use vector graphics editors. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
 
Which are the main Version Control Technologies in the company? 

 ☐ Dropbox 
 ☐ Git 

 ☐ Google Drive 

 ☐ Mercurial ☐ SVN 
 ☐ Perforce 

 ☐ Plastic SCM ☐ Unity Collab  

☐ We do not use vector graphics editors. ☐ Other: ___________ 
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How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
 
Which are the main Video Editors in the company? 

 ☐ DaVinci Resolve 
 ☐ Kdenlive 

 ☐ Premiere 

 ☐ OpenShot   

☐ We do not use video editors. ☐ Other: ___________ 

 
How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
 
Which are the main Visual Effects Tools in the company? 

 ☐ After Effects 
 ☐ Nuke 

 

 ☐ DaVinci Resolve 

☐ We do not use visual effects tools. ☐ Other: ___________ 
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How important are the skills in these specific tools for a candidate? 
For a candidate to your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer 
position. 
☐ It is OK if they do not have skills in these or alternative tools. 
☐ It is OK if they have skills in alternative tools. 
☐ They need to have skills in these specific tools. 
 
The following Abilities are important in your candidates: 
In candidates for your Video Game Designer or Video Game Developer posi-
tion. “Strongly disagree“ means that it is not important at all for the candidate. 

 
1 – 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 – 
Disagree 

3 – 
Neutral  

4 – 
Agree  

5 – 
Strongly 
Agree 

Attitude / Disposition      

Communication Skills      

Interpersonal Skills      

Leadership      

Organization / Time Management      

Problem Solving Abilities      

Work Ethic      

 
Is there any other Ability you consider important? 
What? How important? 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
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The following Contextual Fluencies are important in your candidates: 
These are areas the candidate for your Video Game Designer or Video Game 
Developer position should be able to think in terms of and adequately discuss 
about. “Strongly disagree” means that it is not important at all for the candidate. 

 
1 – Strongly 
Disagree 

2 – 
Disagree 

3 – 
Neutral  

4 – 
Agree  

5 – Strongly 
Agree 

2D Modelling      

3D Modelling      

Audio (Sound Effects)      

Color Theory      

Creative Writing      

Digital Animation      

Digital Art      

Digital Photography      

Drawing      

Music      

Painting      

Sculpture      

Storytelling      

Theatre Arts      

 
Is there any other Contextual Fluency you consider important? 
What? How important? 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
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Collaboration 
When educating new generations of video game designers-developers, your 
collaboration will be most needed. It is important the students get real‑world 
practical experience already during their studies through internships or other 
activities in collaboration with you. Most importantly, that they would have an 
option to apply for a video game designer‑developer job after graduation. 
 

 
 
Would you potentially have internship positions for 2nd and 3rd year 
students? 
Can be paid or unpaid. 
☐ Yes. 
☐ No. 
 
Would you be interested in preparing and conducting some study in the 
form of academic lectures, seminars, or lab sessions to the students your-
self? 
☐ Yes. 
☐ No. 
 
How many graduates would you expect to employ annually? 
Assuming they meet your criteria. 
________________________________ 
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Would you be interested in an interview? 
☐ Yes. 
☐ No. 
 
Other interesting collaboration ideas you have: 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
 
Last thoughts 
Anything else you would like to generally add that did not have a question for. 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 

Videomängude disaini ja arenduse 
bakalaureuseõppekava Eestile 

Videomängude disaini ja arenduse õpetamine kõrgharidusasutustes on mitme-
külgne probleem. Videomängud on loomult erialadevahelised ning arendamise 
ökosüsteem on kiiresti arenev ja muutuv. Seega vastava kõrghariduse õppekava 
loomisel on vaja teha keerulisi otsuseid. Näiteks tuleb otsustada, kui suur 
osakaal õppekavas peaks olema disainil ja kui suur arendusel? Kuidas on nii 
disain kui arendus omavahel seotud? Milliseid konkreetseid oskusi ning 
teadmisi on vaja disaini ja milliseid arenduse poolelt? Milliseid program-
meerimiskeeli ja mängumootoreid tuleks õpetada? Kuidas tagada, et õppekava 
lõpetajad oleksid piisavalt pädevad pärast lõpetamist erialaselt töötama? Mis 
roll tuleb võtta lõpetajatel tulevikus videomängude loomisel seotud teiste 
erialade (nt programmeerimine ja kunst) esindajatega? 

Käesolev lõputöö annab vastust nendele ja teistele küsimustele Eesti riigi 
kohaliku meelelahutustarkvara sektori kontekstis. Nimelt Eesti riigi iduette-
võtete-sõbralik poliitika ja tehnoloogiline tase soosivad videomängude loomise 
ettevõtete teket ning arengut. Eesti suurimas kõrgharidusasutuses, Tartu Üli-
koolis, on mõned videomängude-teemalised populaarsed ainekursused. Samas 
Eesti Konjunktuuriinstituudi läbiviidud 2022. aasta uuring näitab, et meele-
lahutustarkvara tööstuse arengut pärsib piisavalt andeka ja oskusliku tööjõu 
puudumine. Käesoleva doktoritöö motivatsiooniks oli selgitada välja, millised 
puudujäägid, vajadused ja ootused Eesti videomängutööstuses on, millised on 
teistes Euroopa riikides videomängude bakalaureuseõppekavad ning töötada 
välja Tartu Ülikoolis potentsiaalselt realiseeritav ja tööstuse vajadustele vastav 
õppekava. 

Doktoritöö algab Tartu Ülikoolis oleva praeguse olukorra kirjeldusega. 
Antakse kiire ülevaade praegustest ainekursustest ja nende populaarsusest. Töö 
jätkub kolme publikatsiooniga, mis uurisid Eesti meelelahutustarkvara sektori 
vajadusi ning Euroopa videomängude bakalaureuseõppekavu. 

Esimeses publikatsioonis tegime kvantitatiivse uuringu. See põhines 2009. 
aastal Monica M. McGilli poolt tehtud tööl. Meie uuringule vastasid 28 Eesti 
meelelahutustarkvara ettevõtet, kes hindasid erinevate oskuste vajadust Likerti 
skaalal ja viies kategoorias. Küsiti teadmiste, programmeerimiskeelte, tarkvara, 
oskuste ja kontekstipõhise suhtlusoskuse kohta. Teadmiste osas olid tulemused 
üldiselt kooskõlas McGilli uuringuga. Meie uuringus leiti, et tarkvara opti-
meerimine on uuritud ettevõtetes varasemast statistiliselt rohkem nõutud. 
Samuti on palju nõutud videomängude disain, mida McGilli uuring ei käsitle-
nud. Programmeerimiskeelte osas leidsime, et kõige nõutumad keeled on C#, 
visuaalsed keeled, C++ ja JSON. JavaScripti ja C# keelte nõudlus on statis-
tiliselt oluliselt tõusnud ning keelte C ning XML nõudlus statistiliselt oluliselt 
vähenenud. Oskuste kategoorias on meie uuringus statistiliselt rohkem nõutud 
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ajaplaneerimise oskus. Kontekstipõhise suhtlusoskuse kategoorias olid sarnaselt 
McGilli uuringule kõige nõutumad erialased suhtlusoskused 3D modelleeri-
mise, digitaalses kunsti ning digitaalses animatsiooni valdkondades. 

Uurisime esimeses publikatsioonis ka konkreetsete tööriistade kasutust ja 
ootusi Eesti meelelahutustarkvara ettevõtetes. Vastajatel paluti märkida, mis 
tööriistu 14-s kategoorias nad kasutavad ning kas nende ettevõttesse tööle 
kandideerijal on vaja osata neidsamu tööriistu või sobiksid ka oskused mõne 
alternatiivse tööriistaga. Tulemustest leidsime, et enamik Eesti ettevõtteid ootab 
spetsiifiliselt Unreal Engine ja Unity mängumootorite oskust. Alternatiivid 
nende kahe tööriista osas üldiselt ei sobinud. Mitmes ettevõttes oodatakse os-
kust mõlemas mängumootoris. Sellest tulemusest järeldub, et videomängude 
disaini ja arenduse õppekava ei tohiks keskenduda ainult ühele mängumootorile. 
Lisaks Unreal Engine ja Unity mootorite õpetamisele oleks mõistlik õpiväljund 
võimekus omandada tulevikus uusi tehnoloogiaid ja mängumootoreid. 

Teises publikatsioonis viisime läbi kvalitatiivse uuringu. Intervjueerisime 11 
eelnevale uuringule vastanud ettevõtet, kes olid nõus meie uuringus jätkama. 
Intervjuud koosnesid kahest uuritavast osast. Esimeses osas vestlesime ettevõtte 
esindajaga pool‑struktureeritud formaadis ning küsisime küsimusi ettevõtete 
omapära, töörollide, tööülesannete ja ootuste kohta tööle kandideerijatele. 
Küsisime veel, mida ettevõtte meelest peaks ülikoolis õpetama, et lõpetajad 
nende juures tööle saaksid. Avastasime, et Eesti ettevõtted on oma ootustelt 
mitmekülgsed. Samas läbivalt oodati, et videomängude disainer või arendaja 
oleks piisavalt laia taustaga, et juhtida projekti, suhelda erialaselt erineva 
taustaga kolleegidega ning mõista mängu kasutajakogemust. Ühes ettevõttes oli 
hiljuti nimetatud mängudisaineri ametikoht ümber projektijuhiks. Paljudes 
uuritud ettevõtetes oodati, et ka spetsialiseerunud töötajad mõistaks tervikpilti. 
Ühest sellisest ettevõttest öeldi isegi: „Programmeerija, kes ei tea midagi 
kasutajakogemusest, on halb programmeerija.“ Samas leidus ka erandeid. Paar 
ettevõtet vastasid, et nendel on tööl programmeerija, kes tegeleb ainult program-
meerimisega, muud temalt ei eeldata ning nende ettevõttes selline korraldus 
töötab. Nendest tulemustest selgub, et videomängude disaini ja arenduse õppe-
kava peaks olema võrdlemisi laiapõhjaline ning juba varakult tuleb õppetöös 
käsitleda mitmekülgseid ettevõtteid ning nende erinevaid ootusi. 

Intervjuude teine osa põhines kolmel bakalaureuse lõpetanud üliõpilase per-
soonal. Need kolm persoonat lõime oma varasemalt lõpetanud üliõpilastel läbi-
viidud küsitlusel ning lõputööde tegemise jooksul kogutud andmetel. Intervjuus 
esitati persoonad ettevõttele ja küsiti, mida teeks ettevõte selliste tööle kandi-
deerivate inimeste infoga edasi. Ettevõtete vastused erinesid – mõni kutsuks 
kõik edasi töövestlusele, mõned valisid erinevate tingimuste järgi teatud  kandi-
daadid välja, mõni ei soovinud ühtegi kutsuda. Levinum kommentaar oli, et 
ettevõttel oleks otsuse tegemiseks vaja näha rohkem kandidaadi tehtud mänge ja 
neid ka ise mängida. Persoonalehel olev staatiline pilt mängust ja kirjeldus ei 
olnud piisavad. Sellest lähtuvalt leidsime, et portfoolio on videomängude disaini 
ja arenduse õppekaval tulevase töö leidmise jaoks väga oluline. 
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Kolmandas publikatsioonis uurisime Euroopa kõrgkoolides loetavaid video-
mängude bakalaureuseõppekavu. Valisime Euroopa õppekavad, sest Bologna 
protsessi ühtlustuse tõttu on nende omavaheline võrdlus selgem. Lihtsuse huvi-
des võtsime uuringusse õppekavad, millel oli avalikult kättesaadav ja piisavalt 
põhjalik ingliskeelne sisuülevaade. Pärast õppekavade otsingut ja filtreerimist 
jäi uuringusse 113 sobivat videomängude bakalaureuseõppekava. Meie leitud 
õppekavades loetletud ained sildistasime 11 klassifikaatoriga, mis põhinesid nii 
IGDA (International Game Developers Association) õppekava raamistiku 
teemadel kui ka 2012. aastal Barry Ipi poolt tehtud sarnases uuringus kasutatud 
kategooriatel. Tööstus, disain, arendus ja matemaatika on neli näidet nendest 
klassifikaatoritest. Kaaludes igat aine küljes olevat silti vastava aine aine-
punktide arvuga, lõime iga õppekava profiili. See profiil on 11‑elemendiline 
vektor, mille iga element vastab ühele klassifikaatorile ja sisaldab protsenti, kui 
palju selle klassifikaatoriga ja ainepunktidega kaalutud õppeained tervest 
õppekavast moodustavad. 

Pärast õppekavade profiilide leidmist, tegime õppekavadel hierarhilise 
klasteranalüüsi. Meie eeldus oli, et õppekavad jagunevad kolme klastrisse: 
mängude programmeerimine, mängude kunst ning mängude disain ja arendus. 
Eeldus põhines Barry Ipi uuringus, kus olid õppekavad sarnase kolme teema 
järgi eraldatud. Klasteranalüüsi tulemusena saime leida, kui suured osakaalud 
nendes kolmes klastris on erinevate klassifikaatoriga ainetel. Näiteks leidsime, 
et mängude programmeerimise õppekavades moodustavad suure osa arenduse 
klassifikaatoriga ained, maksimaalselt oli see ühes õppekavas koguni 75%. 
Uurisime ja leidsime veel, et videomängude programmeerimise õppekavad  
annavad tüüpiliselt bakalaureusekraadi rahvusvahelise nimetusega „Bachelor of 
Science“ (BSc) ning videomängude kunsti õppekavad kraadi „Bachelor of Arts“ 
(BA). Eestikeelsed vasted nendele üldnimetustele puuduvad. Videomängude 
disaini ja arenduse õppekavad erinevad kraadi poolest – mõnel õppekaval 
antakse üks kraad ja mõnel teine kraad. Seejärel tegime loodud profiilidel ka 
põhikomponentanalüüsi. Leidsime, et kõige suurema kaaluga klassifikaatorid  
on arendus, kunst, disain ja tööstus. Visualiseerides nii esimest kui teist põhi-
komponenti, leidsime, et disaini ja tööstuse suunaga õppekavad on tüüpiliselt 
mängude disaini ja arenduse õppekavade klastrist, arendusele suunatud 
õppekavad on tüüpiliselt mängude programmeerimise õppekavade klastrist ning 
kunstile suunatud õppekavad mängude kunsti õppekavade klastrist. Lisaks sel-
lele loogilisele tulemusele leidsime klasteranalüüsi põhjal ka, et videomängude 
disaini ja arenduse klastri õppekavad paiknevad oma profiilide poolest 
videomängude programmeerimise ja videomängude kunsti õppekavade vahel. 
Sellest järeldame, et suur osa nendest õppekavadest õpetavad, kuidas juhtida 
ning ühendada programmeerijate ning kunstnike tööd videomängude loomisel. 

Tehtud kolme uuringu tulemuste põhjal lõime Tartu Ülikoolis potentsiaalselt 
realiseeritava videomängude disaini ja arenduse bakalaureuseõppekava plaani. 
Õppekava loomisel suhtlesime kohalike õppejõudude, meelelahutustarkvara 
sektori ettevõtete, erinevate õppetasemete õpilaste ja teiste huvirühmadega. 
Doktoristöös on esitatud loodud õppekava plaan ning üldised seletused iga 
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semestri ainete kavandamise põhimõtetest. Sõnastasime viis printsiipi, mis 
uuringute tulemuste ja õppekava koostamise protsessi jooksul ilmnesid. Esiteks, 
kõik kohustuslikud ained peavad olema selge kasuteguriga videomängude 
disainiks või arenduseks. Selle selguse vajalikkust tõid välja ettevõtted meie 
teises uuringus. Teiseks, kontekstipõhine suhtlusoskus tööstuses nõutud eri-
aladel peab olema kaetud. Selle õppekava lõpetajad peavad juhtima ja koostööd 
tegema teiste erialadega, seega peavad nad oskama teiste tööd mõista ja sellest 
nendega rääkima. Kolmandaks, disaini ja arenduse erialamoodulite üliõpilastel 
peab olema õppekava jooksul läbivalt ühiseid koostööpunkte. Selle lahenda-
miseks disainisime õppekavasse mängujämmide „selgroo,“ kus kõik õppekaval 
õppivad üliõpilased teevad õppetöö raames tihti sihipärast koostööd. Neljan-
daks, õpingute jooksul loodud projektid peavad olema õpilastele selgelt kasu-
likud ka pärast lõpetamist. Ettevõtted leidsid, et ilma portfooliota kandidaati on 
raske tööle võtta või isegi töövestlusele kutsuda. Seega õppekava lõpuprojekti 
ühe osana on disainitud portfoolio, kuhu õpilased koondavad oma õpingute 
jooksul tehtud projektid. Viiendaks, kuna videomängud on erialadevahelised, 
peab ka õppekava seda olema. Õpe peab olema piisavalt lai, et toetada nii 
printsiipi kaks, kui ka anda piisavad teadmised ja oskused baastasemel tööks nii 
videomängude kui ka üldiselt meelelahutustarkvara loomisel vajalike vald-
kondadega. 
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